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Import Services leads the way in sports 
retail distribution. Please contact: 

Mike Thomas, Client Services Director: 

01489 799500

www.importservices.co.uk

Looking for a logistics specialist to handle high volume order processing, pre-retail, UK 
and European distribution? Here in Southampton close to the container port, PIC & PAC 
are on-hand, night and day to pick what you need, scan it and pack for despatch.  

PIC & PAC are part of Import Services’ reliable team; linked to our state-of-the-art online 
monitoring system. This means you can track your orders to successful delivery 24:7, 
safe in the knowledge PIC & PAC work at an industry leading level of accuracy. 

So if you manufacture or distribute sports products for retail and your customers’ 
order a hundred golf clubs or even a single riding hat, you definitely need PIC & PAC!

NEED SPORTS RETAIL LOGISTICS?
IT’S GAME ON WITH PIC & PAC!
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REPRESENTING THE UK’S SPORTING GOODS INDUSTRY

Contact the SGIA today to fi nd out how your company can benefi t from joining…

T: 02476 414 999 x207    |    E: info@sgiauk.com    |    W: www.sgiauk.com 

The Sporting Goods Industry Association (SGIA) is the national trade 

association for the sports industry, representing manufacturers, wholesalers 

and distributors of sporting goods in the UK.

SGIA MEMBERS 2010:

The SGIA can help members access £1000+ TAP export funding through UK Trade & Investment to exhibit at 
overseas trade shows such as ISPO 2011. The Association administers the grants and also manages and promotes 
a dedicated UK pavilion which members can exhibit within whilst also taking advantage of group freight forwarders, 

combined marketing of the UK area, and full show support pre, during and post event.

The SGIA – Helping You Export

  Invitations to members-only think tanks, seminars and 
networking workshops

  Links to work with County Sports Partnership’s with the 
established network partnership

  Access and discounted rates on newly completed 
European Sports Market Research – 14 volume, 35 
country report

  FREE UK market report and EU distributor databases

  Cost-saving membership benefits with Fed Ex, Croner, 
Streamline, Spiral, ABI etc

  Representation and Lobbying activity to UK and EU 
government on any key issues affecting member companies 
(VAT on sporting goods, Anti Dumping regulations, Waste 
Framework Directive and CSR issues etc)

  FREE membership to the wider umbrella body – the FSPA 
– Europe’s largest trade body
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cent for the rest of the year (see chart),
according to NPD’s online consumer panel.
This trend gives an opportunity to non-
sports retailers like Next, Marks & Spencer
and Matalan, which have created their own
fashion labels to boost their sales and
market share. As for sports retailers, in
order to boost sales perhaps they have to
adapt their ranges to accommodate more
fashionable products.

How does this impact Speedo? Does

them is different to what they would buy
during the rest of the year. Males are more
enthusiastic about buying swimming
shorts in summer rather than briefs and
trunks, whereas females tend to purchase
less one-piece suits in favour of bikinis.

Furthermore, people buy more
swimwear for leisure purposes than during
the rest of the year. In the summer of 2009
54 per cent of swimwear items were bought
for leisure purposes, compared to 39 per

After a very cold winter, this summer
could be the warmest on record in
Britain, according to the forecasting
company Positive Weather Solutions. If
its predictions prove correct, retailers
could enjoy high sales of swimwear,
with more people heading to the sea or
swimming pool.

June, July and August generated 39 per
cent of annual swimwear sales in 2009 in
the GB market. This percentage is not very
high compared to other European countries,
where swimwear product seasonality is
even more pronounced. Italy and Spain
both record over 60 per cent of annual sales
during June-August, for example.
Nevertheless, these three months remain
crucial for the swimwear market in Great
Britain, with over £60million spent by the
population in a vast array of retailers.

Purchasing behaviour
Interestingly, from June to August
consumers’ purchasing behaviour changes,
as the type of swimwear purchased by

SWIMMING
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Master stroke
Get your timing right if you want to make a splash in the
highly competitive swimwear market, says The NPD Group
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the company’s sales fall during the
summer months? With a comfortable lead
over its competitors, Speedo dominates
the ‘swimwear used for sport’ market.
The swimwear ‘used for leisure’ market is
weaker for the brand due to the strong
presence of retailers’ own-brand product. 

Nevertheless, Speedo’s sales increase
in the leisure market over the summer and
are far from negligible. Moreover, when
we ask consumers why they chose this
brand “design and style” was the highest
recorded answer in 2009. So Speedo, long
associated with sport and the sponsorship
of multi-record holder Michael Phelps,
could potentially take the number one
spot in the swimwear leisure market if it
could achieve a balance between selling
more fashion items without losing sales
of sports swimwear.

Market share
Competition between retailers is higher
in swimwear than in other sports apparel
category. None of the market leaders

07www.sports-insight.co.uk

managed to reach double digit market
share in 2009 or 2008, according to
NPD’s online consumer panel, which
shows how competitive the market is.
Sports Direct, JD Sports and JJB don’t
dominate this market as they do in other
sports categories. Combined, the three of
them accounted for only 22 per cent of
swimwear value sales in 2009, and this
number fell to 19 per cent during summer
2009 when competition was more intense.

One of the common weaknesses of
these three retailers in this market is the
lack of online revenue they generate.
Online sales are constantly growing and
represented 16 per cent of total swimwear
sales last year. Nevertheless, while Sports
Direct generated five per cent of its annual
revenue through this channel, NPD figures
report the proportion of Next’s internet
sales exceeded 30 per cent in 2009.

From sports to ‘non-sports’ stores,
from online to retail stores, consumers have
a wide range of retailers to choose from.
When asked: “Why did you chose this
retailer?”, “price” was the most common
answer given by consumers who bought
swimwear items in 2009. Store location
came in second position and the fact the
retailer had a good range of products was
the third most popular answer. Clearly,
swimwear is an extremely competitive
market with multiple opportunities; the
answer to making the most of this sector is
getting the timing right in the right areas.

The NPD Group monitors the sales of
sports footwear and sports apparel in
many countries around the world. For
more information contact The NPD
Group sports team on 01932 355580.

si
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WHAT’S NEWS Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at
siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 748675

ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...
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YOU COULDN’T MAKE IT UP…
Pre-tax profits at Pets at Home soared 36 per cent in the year to
March 25. The pet shop chain sold 20,000 England football shirts
for dogs during the lead-up to the World Cup. Its line in
football-themed pet beds also went down well with customers.

Sixty table tennis tables have been sited in London’s landmarks,
squares, shopping centres, estates, offices and train stations as part
of Ping!, the London ping pong project.  

Ping! has been created by Sing London, the arts organisation
that produced last year’s Street Pianos Project. Supported by
National Lottery funding from Sport England’s Innovation Fund, the
initiative aims to get a million more people playing sport by 2012.  

Ping! is delivered in partnership with the English Table Tennis
Association, which is planning to take Ping! to four more cities over
the next two years, returning to London for 2012. 

Tables, bats and balls for the initiative have been supplied by
Cornilleau. Says the company’s managing director, Michel Zany: “As
market leader in leisure table tennis in Britain, it is only logical for
us to support an upcoming champion in his own country and the
leading export market for our company. This involves participating
in big-scale events like Ping! London.”

As well as free-play, each ping pong table features a varied
programme of masterclasses, competitions and free-to-join
activities. Highlights include: 
� The Ping Pong Parlour - a ping pong lounge with ongoing

activities at 7 Marshall Street, W1.
� Spin In The Square - masterclasses across London’s squares. August 5. 
� Singles for Singles - find a partner at Golden Square. 

August 12, 6.30-8pm. 
� Whiff Whaff; An Active, Playful Lecture. Geffrye Museum. 

August 8, 3-4pm. 
� Smash The City - a league tournament across the City of London. 
� Sing n Ping - the summer singalong/pingalong at Victoria

Embankment Gardens. August 19, 6.30-8pm.
For a full programme of events visit www.pinglondon.com.

STEP UP TO THE TABLE

Mary Portas of Mary Queen of Shops TV fame has launched a
guide to successful retailing.

Aimed at independent retailers, the series of masterclasses
have been developed in conjunction with Skillsmart Retail and
will be delivered through the National Skills Academy for
Retail’s skills shops, which are located throughout the UK.

The Mary Portas Guide to Successful Retailing comprises
seven masterclasses, including retail finance and business
planning, buying for your customer, selling and service skills,
and creating desire.

For more information and to register your interest visit:
www.nsaforretail.com/NSAR/Retailers/MaryPortasMasterclasses/
default.aspx.

QUEEN OF SHOPS
LAUNCHES

RETAIL MASTERCLASSES
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“You want to have a look at your own side mate, because you got stuffed against Serbia, so unlucky.”
Ian Holloway responds to Frank Beckenbauer’s criticism of the England football team

...England Netball has secured a two-year
title sponsorship of the National Schools
Netball Championships with Eteach.com,
the online education job board for schools
and colleges…Winmau has signed Simon ‘The Wizard’ Whitlock to
an exclusive three-year contract…The Lawn Tennis Association has
announced that Babolat has joined its commercial programme in a
three-year partnership deal. As the Official Equipment Supplier to the
LTA, Babolat will provide technical, product and stringing support across
the organisation. The Babolat TEAM ball will become the LTA’s Official
Ball and will be used at all of the LTA’s major national tournaments.
Babolat and the LTA will also be working together to assist the club and
county networks with their ball and equipment
requirements…McDavid has become an official supplier to the
German Handball Federation…Mizuno has announced that England
prop Dan Cole will be the brand’s UK rugby ambassador for the next
two years…Edgbaston has signed a three-year sponsorship deal with
Jaguar. The car brand will become the official naming rights partner to
the test match ground’s premium hospitality lounge, The Jaguar Club,
due to launch in the summer of 2011…Toshiba has renewed its
association with rugby’s flagship competition by becoming an official
sponsor of the Rugby World Cup 2011 in New Zealand…Buxton
Natural Mineral Water has extended its deal with the England and
Wales Cricket Board for a further two years, meaning it will remain
the official water supplier to the England cricket team until the end of
the 2011 international summer season…McDonald’s has become the
first sponsor of the London 2012 Olympic volunteer programme.
The fast food chain signed a £3m deal to be presenting partner of the
initiative, which will see 70,000 volunteers provide first aid,
interpretation services and travel advice…Tottenham Hotspur has
signed a shirt sponsorship agreement with software company
Autonomy Corporation that sees the company become the club’s
shirt sponsor for Premier League games…Aviva has agreed a £20m
partnership with Premiership Rugby, replacing Guinness as the
competition’s title sponsor. The four-year deal will see the two
organisations work together on the elite end of the professional game
in England via Aviva Premiership Rugby and through investment in
community programmes…

Sponsorship
News

Eighty out of its 84 members attended Intersport’s latest show on
June 30-July 1, a record attendance for the event, which attracted
41 suppliers and five ‘showcasers’.

With the emphasis on footwear and textiles, the event also
featured Christmas lines; selected fitness ranges; darts products;
running shoes and apparel ranges; and technical sportswear.

Intersport’s own-brand labels, including Tecno Pro tennis wear
and table tennis tables, Pro Touch running apparel and McKinley
outdoor footwear, were also on show.

“The show allows us to set the pace in the market,” says Barry
Mellis, Intersport’s general manager. The significant increase in
membership numbers and our careful repositioning as a brand to
take full advantage of our hefty investment in consumer advertising
marks us out as a leading force in the industry.

“Our ideal is to continue to make the Intersport brand relevant
to consumers, to build greater brand loyalty and gather more
members under our banner as we work to stamp our presence on
the high street.”

Susan Herbert, who made her debut at the show since taking
the reins of the company’s marketing and communications strategy,
added: “Timing is everything and I am thrilled to have taken up my
position at a moment when Intersport is flexing its muscles and
starting to dominate the retail market. 

“The direction we are taking, with the style and technique of
our promotional initiatives, now carry the powerful and compelling
imagery designed to renew our commanding stance as a distinctive
and distinguished consumer brand.”

INTERSPORT SHOW SUCCESS

www.isra.ie

Independant Sports 
Retailers Alliance
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WHAT’S NEWS Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at
siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 748675

ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

...Inspirit is celebrating its
10th anniversary with the
news it has been appointed
exclusive UK distributor for

Schwinn’s latest indoor cycle series and
Stairmaster Stepmill. The Schwinn win is the latest
in a continuing programme of expansion and
investment for Inspirit, which has seen the
company become a leading provider of
established brands throughout the UK and
Ireland…Burton McCall is the new distributor of
Pacific Market International’s food and
beverage brands Aladdin and Stanley in the UK
and Eire…Balega, the biggest-selling sock brand
in the US, is now available in the UK through Fit
Brands, the specialist sports marketing and
distribution company. From the Zulu word
meaning ‘to move with speed’, Balega socks have
established themselves as the leading running
sock in the US, thanks to their quality design and
use of ultra-soft, durable materials…England’s
second round loss to Germany amounted to £6m
prize money for The FA, compared to Spain’s
record £20m for winning the tournament. The
Dutch collected £16m, while semi-finalists
Germany and Uruguay each received £13.3m.
Quarter-finalists Argentina, Brazil, Ghana and
Paraguay each picked up £12m…Coventry
City’s Ricoh Arena has been selected as the
Midlands venue to host Olympic football
matches in 2012. The venue will be temporarily
renamed the City of Coventry Stadium for the
Games, replacing Villa Park, which was ruled out
because of planned building development work…

Caribee’s year-on-year sales for the first six
months of 2010 are up 49 per cent, while sales to
retailers have increased by 90 per cent.  

“The appeal of the Caribee brand to both
the consumer and retailer is clear,” says
Jacquie Sandison, sales director of Brand
Agility, which distributes the Australian
backpack and leisure brand in the UK. 

“These are great results in tough
trading conditions. Customers are
quick to spot innovative designs,
practical backpacks, great quality and
value for money. We are looking
forward to continuing to build the
brand in the second half of 2010 via our
network of retailers and sales agents.”

The support of Intersport and STAG
members has further enhanced
Caribee’s position in the market,
according to Sandison.

Sports 
Shorts

The UK government should intervene to cut the
excessive charges banks levy on retailers for
accepting plastic, says the British Retail Consortium.

The BRC’s annual Cost of Collection Survey shows
accepting a payment by debit card costs a retailer
four times more than when a customer uses cash.

According to the BRC, banks’ charges have
almost doubled in five years. An average cash
transaction now costs retailers 2.1p, a debit card
payment costs 8.5p, but they are charged 34p
when a customer uses a credit card.

Retailers are concerned that banks plan to make
the higher debit card charging regime the norm for
contactless and mobile phone payment methods.
They’re also unhappy that banks are creating new
card products with much higher charges for retailers
and moving customers across to them.

HSBC, among others, is planning to introduce
new ‘premium’ or ‘World cards’ that attract
additional interchange fees of between 0.7 and 0.9
per cent on top of the average 0.75 per cent of the
transaction value that retailers previously paid.

The BRC survey reveals that cash was used for
58 per cent of all transactions, up from 56 per cent
in 2008, but down on 61 per cent in 2007. In terms
of money spent, 32 per cent of all retail spending
was done with cash in 2009, compared to 33 per
cent in 2008 and 34 per cent in 2007.

BRC CALLS FOR ‘EXCESSIVE
BANK CHARGES’ TO BE CUT

The Jabulani World Cup
football might have come
in for some heavy criticism
in South Africa, but it’s
proved a big hit for one
online sports retailer.

ACA Sports has sold
out of the official
matchballs, and have
only a handful of the
replica balls left.

Alistair Cameron,
managing director of ACA
Sports, says: “Despite all the
talk about the players not
liking the Jabulani ball, our
customers can’t get enough 
of them.”

JABULANI’S A HIT FOR ONLINE RETAILER

“GREAT RESULTS” FOR CARIBEE 

PRO-DIRECT TAKES OVER
SELLS DISTRIBUTION
Pro-Direct Sport has been appointed UK licensee for Sells Goalkeeper Products.

In a letter to customers Adam Sells, a former Crystal Palace goalkeeping coach
and founder of the Huddersfield-based company, said he hoped the decision would
enhance both Sells’ brand equity and commercial viability.

He went on to say: “This business restructure will afford us the capacity to fully
concentrate our efforts on new product design, enhanced marketing and new
business opportunities, which I feel confident will lead to huge brand progression
and development while ensuring the Sells Goalkeeper Products brand remains at
the forefront of the specialist goalkeeping market.”

Pro-Direct Sport was established in 1981 and has separate online retail sites for
football, tennis, rugby, running and cricket. It will be solely responsible for the
distribution of Sells products in the UK.
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“If you find the greatest tournament on earth boring, then you probably shouldn’t be there.”
Germany’s Mesut Ozil on England’s World Cup whingers

There are 159 ‘zombie’ companies in the
UK sports & leisurewear industry, according
to the latest Plimsoll industry analysis.

These businesses have seen their
performance deteriorate to such as extent
they now exist merely to pay off their
debts and survive.

David Pattison, author of the new
study, explains: “These companies are in a
state, posting growing losses and, despite

the obvious freeze in the credit markets, increasing their debts. 
“They are zombie businesses with debts at an average of 57 per cent

of turnover - they exist to service their out-of-control liabilities. Many are
also using their suppliers to finance their growing losses, taking twice as
long to pay their bills as the industry average of 49 days.”

Pattison also explains the other major problems these
companies are facing: “They are falling behind the rest and their
productivity is well below the industry average. It’s hard for them to
compete as their cost base is just too high. As a result, investment
plans have been mothballed, meaning their ageing assets are
further restricting their ability to remain competitive.”   

Can the zombies be saved? Pattison says not all will survive, and
those that do have a lot of pain ahead: “The first thing they need to do
is sort out their immediate finances. They have to convince their banks
and suppliers to keep supporting them or not pull the plug. If they can
pull that off, then the hard work really starts. They urgently need to
stem their losses and control costs. The longer it takes them to address
these issues, the harder and less likely it is they will ever fix them.” 

However, Pattison points to some attractive takeover targets
hidden among these ailing companies: “Canny investors are seeing
an opportunity to pick up a bargain. Some of these companies,
stuck in a zombie state because of their balance sheet, have lots of
potential for new owners to turn it around. We picked 70
companies that we feel have the most potential.” 

And for those unable to attract new buyers, Pattison says: “Most
have simply had their day and a combination of ageing assets, rising
losses and increasing debts mean they are unlikely to attract a suitor
before the receivers are called. They will be forced back into negotiations
with their lenders to buy more time, but their future doesn’t look good.”

The new Plimsoll Industry Analysis - Sports & Leisure Wear will
tell you which companies are prospering post-recession, those taking
a gamble and those in trouble. It gives a performance rating on 622
companies and highlights those ripe for acquisition. Each company is
assessed using the Plimsoll Model, a graphical and written analysis
that lays bare the facts and gives you instant opinion.

STAG SHOW FULLY BOOKED
STAG is looking forward to yet another successful UK buying
show, with space for suppliers now fully booked.  

Over 65 brands have confirmed their attendance, including
Hi-Tec, Asics, Saucony, UKL, Puma, Mitre, Canterbury, K-Swiss,
KooGa, New Balance, Uhlsport, McDavid and new STAG/Freedom
supplier Terra Plana.

For the third year running the UK show will be taking place at
the Cotswold Water Park, Four Pillars Hotel on November 21-22.
With members’ places now 60 per cent booked, STAG says it’s
determined to make this year’s event another unmissable buying
show for the UK.

“The hard work that STAG has successfully put into previous
buying shows has meant that this year’s show has become booked
out much earlier than in previous years, and we know we can
take this formula to our new show in Tullamore, Ireland,” says
Ward Robertson of STAG.

BEWARE THE ZOMBIES…
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KIT stop
Essential stock for your shop

Caribee
Caribee prides itself on innovation, quality and value for money - from its design and development
methodology. Brand. Innovation. Quality. Realistic prices. Whether a simple day pack or a technical
travel pack, everything branded Caribee is absolute.

Caribee is Australia’s favourite bag brand and has a bag to suit every requirement. Whether you
are hitting the gym, going swimming, heading to the beach, running, walking, climbing mountains,
back packing or travelling near or far - Caribee has it covered.
The company can tailor a range to suit your bag and pack needs. Call today and arrange
an appointment with a representatives in your area. Phone or email Jacquie Sandison:
0131 554 5555 / jacquie@brandagility.co.uk. 2011 catalogue out now. Call for details.
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GFORCE: taking design to
the max with G-SUB
GFORCE Sportswear offers high
performance multi-sports apparel to the
club, team and school sports market. 

Engineered to offer teams the ultimate
in customisation experiences, GFORCE
utilises a combination of flexible designs,
large colour library, embroidery, badge
details and even the ability to create your
own branded neck tapes and labels to
create kits that stand out.

G-SUB, the sublimation service from
GFORCE, is at the pinnacle of garment
design. Working with the in-house design
team, customers can bring their designs
from concept to reality. What’s more, the G-
SUB service is available across a number of
different sports, including rugby and
football, with minimums as low as 15 and
lead times of six-eight weeks. G-SUB truly
delivers on all levels.  
For further information visit
www.gforcesportswear.co.uk 
or call the sales team on 01507 523 243.
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

Optimum Sports
As we have come to expect from Optimum,
the Blitz range of rugby protective wear is,
yet again, at the forefront of rugby
protection. The Blitz rugby top and Extreme
Blitz headguard offers high impact
resistance protection at all points of major
contact during match play, incorporates a
full-length body and comes emblazoned in the
new Blitz colourway design.
Sizes: mini, SB, LB, S, M, L, XL, XXL. RRP: £34.99.

Bokka Eclipse
The Optimum Eclipse rugby boot has proved such a success that Optimum 

Sports has increased its colour range options to
include black/pink, black/yellow and the
exciting Bokka colourway, providing you,
the retailer, with a full and extensive
range for your customers to choose from.
Sizes juniors: 1-6. RRP: £24.99.
Sizes seniors: 7-13. RRP: £29.99.
Tel: +44(0)1942 497707. 
Email: enquires@optimumsport.com.
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Cornilleau
With more than 60 years of experience, Cornilleau is the European
leader in table tennis tables and the world leader in outdoor tables.
The company is well known for manufacturing table tennis products
that are years ahead of the competition in terms of innovation,
with unsurpassed quality and technological standards.

Cornilleau offers a complete range of table tennis tables, bats,
balls and accessories, which includes products designed for home
recreational use as well as a range designed for intensive use in
schools, clubs and institutions. Added to this are the ITTF
(International Table Tennis Federation) approved tables for
tournaments and competition use.
For further information on Cornilleau table tennis
equipment visit www.uktabletennis.co.uk, email
sales@uktabletennis.co.uk or call 0845 2600 780.
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Bob Johnson, sales and marketing
director of Solo Sports UK, talks us
through the offering.

Can you give us some
background on the brand?
The Prince brand is distributed in the UK by
Solo Sports UK, and it’s been integral in the
development of the brand here since 2003.

In 1970 Bob McClure invented the
‘Little Prince’, the first ball machine for
home court use, out of his garage in
Princeton, New Jersey, and Prince
Manufacturing was born. In 1976, to
avoid mishits, Howard Head of Prince
invented the first oversize racquet at
110sq in. The design changed the game
and the Prince Classic became the most
successful racquet of its time.  

Prince innovations have continued to
revolutionise sports and most recently O3,
Speedport and now EXO3 technologies have
taken racquet performance to new heights.
Prince has now expanded its product range
to become a full ‘racquet sports provider’,
offering performance tennis, squash,
badminton and racquetball products. Prince
also has a range of sports specific footwear
for both tennis and other indoor sports. 

Recently the company relaunched its
apparel business with the introduction of
Aerotech clothing. This performance
apparel is engineered with an advanced
fabric and construction system designed to
provide dynamic fit, all-around protection
and superior ventilation to help players
look and perform their best on court.

Key features and benefits
The most recognisable feature of the
Prince racquet collections since 2005 has
been ‘0’ Port technology. The original 03
racquets transformed traditional pin-sized
string holes into giant ‘0’ ports that
created a huge sweetspot within a stable
and aerodynamic frame. 

In 2009 Prince launched EX03, the
newest high performance racquet line for
both tennis and squash. The EX03
technology has a revolutionary idea
behind the design. The patented Energy
Bridge, an exoskeletal structure that
suspends the string bed from the frame,
increases virtual head size for up to an 83
per cent larger sweetspot. In addition,
frame vibration is reduced by up to 50
per cent. Enhancing the dynamic effects
of the Energy Bridge is the patented
Energy Channel, a sculpted groove
within the frame that provides added
stability, boosts ball control and increases
spin by up to 25 per cent.

In footwear Prince has recently
introduced the Lightspeed series. A low
profile silhouette keeps your centre of
gravity low for perfect balance and
superb stability. The shoe’s propulsion
plate redirects the energy into the
forefoot for superfast speed. The result is
an incredibly responsive, agile shoe. This
range of shoes is available for both tennis
and indoor sports.

Prince has gained invaluable
experience from athletes and teams around
the world - over 25 top ATP and WTA

touring pros have chosen
Prince apparel. Whether it’s
tennis, squash, badminton or
racquetball, our unique
experience allows us to
provide world class athletes
with the ultimate in comfort,
style and performance for
which we are famous. 

Strings are a huge part
of our game. A great racquet
without wonderful strings is
like half a Stradivarius or a
shark with bad teeth. Prince
makes an array of strings
that give players choice
based on playability,
durability and comfort, and
the company’s stringing
machines were the official

machine of choice at the 2010 All
England Championships at Wimbledon.  
In addition, Prince offers a stunning
range of luggage to complement its range
of racquets, clothing and footwear. 

Why do Prince products 
sell so well?
The wide and varied range of Prince
racquets, footwear and apparel give
players the ultimate choice to find the
equipment to suit their level and style of
play. The Prince range offers high quality
equipment to players at all levels to
enhance their style and level of
performance. Prince offers a racquet
selector on its website (princetennis.com)
that will recommend an appropriate
tennis racquet to demo.

To showcase Prince worldwide,
many top players endorse the company’s
racquets, clothing and footwear. Among
the players that endorse the racquets are
Maria Sharapova, Daniela Hantuchova
and Marion Bartoli - all play on the
WTA Tour. Among the players on the
ATP Tour who play and recommend
Prince are the Bryan brothers, Gael
Monfils, Sam Querry and John Isner.  

Albert Montanes and Maria Jose
Martinez Sanchez are among the
players who endorse the full range of
Prince equipment, including footwear,
apparel and racquets. Nicol David, the
world’s number one women’s squash
player, and James Willstrop both use
Prince squash equipment.

Solo Sports UK markets Prince
products in various ways, including
advertising in major magazines, e-shots
to consumers, and via YouTube and
Facebook, together with sponsorship of
players, coaches and up and coming
junior players. A wide ranging tennis
demo programme is run every year by
our fully trained technical representatives,
who visit clubs on a regular basis to offer
players the opportunity to play test the
comprehensive range of Prince racquets.

Focus ON...
Prince racquet sports products
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www.footballsouvenirs.net

Units 1 & 2 Jackson Court
Gallowfields Trading Estate

Richmond
North Yorkshire

DL10 4FD
01748 826024

sales@footballsouvenirs.net
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companies coming into the market too.
One of the major advantages of our

buying team is the fact that we are all
sportsmen and women. We play a whole
host of various sports - from football to
ice hockey and tennis to cricket. This
gives us the ability to review the products
first-hand and find out about new
products and stay ahead of the game.

What’s been your best buy?
The NFL American football jerseys from
Reebok were an instant hit. These
products opened up a whole new world
for us in terms of supplying the general
public. Prior to this, we only supplied
football and bowling products.  

We now have one of the largest
ranges in the UK for NFL and NBA
apparel. It is a thriving area where we
make great margin, as well as proving we
are a US sports specialist.

And your worst?
Tennis clothing didn’t go as well as
expected. Despite Andy Murray’s recent
success and public appeal, we’ve
definitely hit a double fault rather than an
ace in that department.

Best piece of buying advice received?
Trust your instinct. If you feel a product
is a definite winner, don’t doubt yourself.
This is certainly a true point for my
buying experience, as products I’ve loved
instantly I’ve bought more of - and they
have been successful for us.

What’s the secret of a 
successful buyer?
Be confident in your ability and knowledge
of the market. We are empowered to make
our own informed decisions; this creates an
honest and open environment where we are
not afraid to make mistakes.

Open your mind to new ideas,
different products and other opinions.
Sometimes it also helps to
take a step back and
look at the bigger
picture, rather
than rushing
into a
decision.

winning website -
www.acasports.co.uk.

There is a great
atmosphere at ACA
Sports. It is a fun and
challenging business to
work for, with two days
in a row never being
the same. We work
hard making sure we
can supply the best
products and service to
our customers, and are

constantly striving to grow and improve.

What's your role in the business? 
I double up as the chief buyer and
company sales manager. I head up a
buying team of three and we purchase all
products coming into the business. My
main focus is on football, cricket,
American and racquet sports products,
and my team also plays a key role in
buying for other specialist departments,
such as goalkeeping and bowling

With my other hat on, my duties as sales
manager include overseeing our sales team
and ensuring we reach the targets set in
conjunction with the managing director. The
sales team handles all orders and customer
and trade enquiries, before sending them on
to our dispatch department. I am also the
first point of contact for all of our key
suppliers such as adidas and Nike.

What criteria do you use when
making buying decisions?
Historical information on best-selling
styles, sizes and colourways are key
components on deciding if a product is
worth purchasing at 33 per cent, 50 per
cent or 100 per cent of sales potential.

Our web team plays a major role in
terms of statistics and buying trends. We
have a brilliant web development team
who always seem to be ahead of the game,
feeding vital information into the buying
team to help us with our decision making.

Forecasting and planning are also vital
components in terms of the quantity and
delivery schedules required. The knowledge
and experience I have had over the past
eight years definitely helps in this area. 

How do you find out 
about new products?
I attend the four Intersport shows every
year; they are a great insight into the new
season’s ranges. We also like to keep in
constant contact with sales reps from the
various brands and companies we supply.  

The team are encouraged to research
the sports market online and in print to
uncover any new and innovative products.
As one of the UK’s leading online retailers,
we are always being contacted by new

What was your first job in retail?
I have been in sports retail since leaving
school. My first job in retail was with the
Sports Shop Fife (Intersport) in Kirkcaldy
and was a money earner whilst studying
at college.

How long have you been a buyer?
I joined ACA Sports 10 years ago and
moved into a buyer’s role in 2002. My first
purchase was from the National Football
League in the US - we purchased American
football replica jerseys to capitalise on the
growing interest in the sport.

Describe the shop you work for?
ACA Sports is one of the UK’s leading
online retailers, specialising in sports
clothing, footwear and equipment. We
offer one of the most comprehensive
ranges of sporting equipment and apparel
in the UK. Stocking all the leading sports
brands, we offer full ranges across a
diverse range of sports, from football to
darts and cricket to combat sports.

We also supply a number of the major
players and sporting personalities from a
wide spectrum of sports. As part of our
expansion, a large part of our business now
involves working with schools, colleges,
universities and corporate bodies. As a step
towards becoming a major international
sports retailer, we recently appointed
Robbie Savage, the former Wales and
current Derby County captain and media
pundit, as our brand ambassador.

We have evolved from being a small
family-run business supplying the local
sports community to supplying team kit,
equipment and accessories to teams and
associations, as well as individuals all
over the world, through our award

BUYER
Meet the

Andi Sheach, chief buyer and
sales manager at ACA Sports
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Andi Sheach with Robbie
Savage, ACA Sports’

brand ambassador
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MYTHS OF BAREFOOTING
When a new concept is put forward; or
even when a very old concept is revisited,
it often brings with it a number of
speculations. In the field of human
knowledge, just as in economics, we have
to speculate to accumulate. Again, just as
in economics, some people are better at it
than others. If we let our enthusiasm run
away with us, we may end up making
bold assertions or staking claim to
territories that are not rightfully ours.
Similarly, this will naturally bring
resistance from those who already occupy
those breached or challenged territories.
With this in mind, I would like to present
some of the myths of barefooting.

Myth Number 1: Running in Vibram
Fivefingers (or other minimalist footwear)
is the same as barefooting. Research
published in the Journal of Sports
Medicine and Physical Fitness (2009)
showed that running in Vibram
Fivefingers (VFF’s) is NOT the same as
running barefoot. Running in VFF’s
creates a profile very similar to running
barefoot and very different to running in
trainers however, it is not identical (see
fig. 1).  Joint angles (hip, knee and ankle)

and muscle contraction of the lower limb,
were all very similar when comparing
VFF's to barefoot, but they were not
identical (see fig. 2).

Myth Number 2: Running barefoot or
minimalist will prevent or cure all known

running injuries. Some
barefoot/minimalist running advocates
suggest that all running injuries will
vanish when running barefoot. When one
understands the number of factors
involved in injury - from nutrition to rest
periods, from adrenal fatigue to mental-
emotional state, from breathing pattern
disorders to hormonal imbalance, from
core function to sleep patterns, it is clear
that simply “going barefoot” cannot and
will not prevent or cure all known running
injuries. What is known is that barefoot
populations have a lower incidence of the
usual running injuries; that barefoot lab
studies show lower impact in barefoot
runners, lower joint stresses (torsions) in
barefoot runners and greater efficiency (ie
less proneness to fatigue-based injuries).

Myth Number 3: Barefooting /
Minimalist footwear is inappropriate for
gym use. Most elite weight-lifting and
strength & conditioning coaches
recommend going barefoot or minimalist
footwear for lifting weights, Swiss ball
use, or general gym training to optimize
proprioception and ground feedback,
when under load. Of course, most gyms
won't allow barefoot training for Health &
Safety reasons (due to potential sweating
and slipping, and the possibility of
transmitting foot infections). However,
minimalist footwear can nullify those
problems.

Myth Number 4: Barefoot running
always results in better running technique.

Typically, running barefoot has long been
regarded by many running coaches as an
excellent way to retrain faulty running
technique. However, it is important to
recognize that there are many other
factors that can contribute to suboptimal
running technique from muscle imbalance
to muscle inhibition, to faulty motor
patterns. As a generic tip, running
barefoot is an excellent training tool,
however, a good running or movement
coach will always be able to enhance the
speed and effectiveness of the transition
more than barefoot running alone.

Matt Wallden is an Exercise and
Rehabilitation Specialist, a member of the
CHEK Institute (leaders in exercise
education) Faculty, an Osteopath, Lecturer
and Writer. Matt has consulted for many
professional sports teams and
international athletes. When he first saw
the VFF’s while teaching in New York he
informed Vibram that what they had
created was a lot more than just a sailing
shoe. He now distributes VFF’s to the UK
via his company Primal Lifestyle.Barefoot      Fivefingers           Running Shoe

Pressure Scale

Low High

Sample: 5 subjects, 15 trials each, normal walking speed, 
body weight normalized mean value

FIG. 1

Sample: 5 subjects, 15 trials each, normal walking speed, body weight normalized mean value

Kinematical parameters (15msec before touchdown)FIG. 2

Feet ofnature
The way things are meant to be
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21st century. TFS are committed to
helping increase the market share for
small independent retailers worldwide.

How do retailers join your site
and what are the benefits?
Our website is easily navigated, with the
option of opening a free trade account
appearing on the home page. 

Visitors can shop by team or product
category, there’s a variety of tools to
allow quick and easy ordering 24 hours a
day and there are volume discounts
available. In addition, we offer a dropship
service, a variety of payment options and
everything is sent same-day dispatch.

How do you think the 
football trade will perform 
in the next year?
We believe the trade can look
optimistically to the future. With the
Premier League brand becoming stronger
year on year both at home and overseas
and with continued support from football
clubs and licensees, TFS will look to
expand our product range even further,
continuing to give independent retailers

the most comprehensive choice of
official football souvenirs available.

There are endless possibilities within the
football souvenir trade. 

When did you get into the
football trade and why?
I started working weekends on my father’s
market stall in Romford, Essex while still
at school and later joined his cash and
carry wholesale business in the early
1980s, taking over after he retired in 2002.

Over the past eight years the business
has transformed from that London-based
cash and carry into an internet-based
worldwide trade distributor of official
football souvenirs and has become a
leader in its field.

What changes have you 
seen during your time 
with the company?
We have added new product lines and
introduced additional clubs - including
high profile European clubs - to our range
on an almost weekly basis over the last
few years, giving our customers one of
the biggest ranges of official football
souvenirs available online.

The relationship with our clients is built
on the service we offer. We pride ourselves
on our customer service, which has helped
us to retain our existing clientele while
continually expanding our customer base.
This has enabled us to grow at a natural
pace, allowing us to offer a consistently
good service during this period of growth.
TFS is still a family-run business, with 
my husband Marko, our son Stefan and
daughter Nicole among our small but 

highly talented and enthusiastic 
team of eight.

Movers & Shakers
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Jill Karadzic, managing director
of Taylors Football Souvenirs
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How has business been 
in the past 12 months?
Our recent corporate rebranding and the
launch of our new user-friendly website
in July 2009 has helped to create an uplift
in sales even during the recent difficult
market conditions. 

We have received very good reviews
for the new website from both new and
established customers alike. The new
website enables our customers to place
orders directly onto our system quickly and
efficiently at their convenience 24 hours a
day, safe in the knowledge their order will
be dispatched promptly. This is a real
advantage for busy independent retailers.

What are your best sellers?
The core products like hats, scarves,
mugs and flags are timeless and turn over
in volume. We have a comprehensive
range of products across a wide range of
teams, and while Manchester United,
Liverpool and the top Premier League
clubs are the best sellers, regional
variations in sales make the smaller clubs
an essential part of our product portfolio.

What are the key markets 
for TFS going forward?
We are looking to expand into the
ecommerce market and have recently
introduced a range of website solutions,
each designed to give retailers the tools to
have a tailored online presence at an
affordable price. We believe this is
essential for retailers going forward in the

Jill Karadzic with
husband, Marko
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RETAIL INTERVIEW

Nick Rivett has recently opened his first sports
shop, Nick Rivett Sport, in Hove, East Sussex
Why did you decide to 
open a sports shop? 
When I was younger my father received
numerous phone calls from the headmaster
asking why I wasn’t at school. He would
drive down to the local cricket nets to find
me practicing my wicket keeping. I think
at that point my father knew I would have
a career in sport one way or another. 

I was born into a retailing family: my
father owned a department store. I have
always had a passion for retailing,
working for The Conran Shop as financial
controller. I met my wife while working
at Laura Ashley. She is a retail buyer, so
it was pretty inevitable we would carry on
the Rivett retail trade.

It might be surprising to learn that I
went onto great success at school and
qualified as a chartered accountant, but
just like in my school days my love of
sport kept calling me. So in January this
year I resigned from my high profile
London career to follow my dream of
owning a sports shop.

Tell us more about the shop
Nick Rivett Sport is a true family business,
which in this day and age is hard to come
by.  The shop is 1,000sq ft, is based in
Church Road, Hove and has five staff. 

The saying ‘Behind every good man
is a good woman’ couldn’t be 
more true. My wife Jo is supporting me
every step of the way. As an experienced
retail buyer, she will be a pivotal member
of the management team and dad, Richard
Rivett, is coming out of retirement to
become a retail staff member. With 10
years of coaching Josh Lewsey, the ex-
England rugby player, under his belt he
seems like the right man for the job. 

How do you think the 
current financial climate 
will affect you? 
We are confident we can survive the
current economic climate if we hold firm
to our company core values: offering
sports products to sports people along with
excellent customer service and value for
money. At Nick Rivett Sport we always try
our best to go above and beyond customer
expectation. We have spent several
evenings in our short trading period
driving around Brighton and Hove
dropping demonstration tennis racquets off
to customers in time for their game. Our
promise is to bring customer service back. 

What are the biggest
challenges facing you as a
new sports retail outlet? 
We feel our biggest challenge is to reach
out to new customers and grow our 
customer base. We utilise our brand via
Facebook and Twitter, and we have many
unique and fun marketing campaigns in
the pipeline. We feel it is desperately
important to innovate when it comes to
marketing and give our customers the
best experience possible. 

We have a clear idea of how we want
the Nick Rivett Sport brand to sit within our
market and we work hard to ensure our
store, team, POS, etc is representative of this. 

What is the strongest 
sector of the market for 
you at the moment? 
Tennis equipment and clothing. 

Current best-sellers? 
Asics 2150 running shoes. 

What’s your area like for sports
retail? How do you compete? 
We have a good representation of sports
retail in Brighton and Hove. We have the
usual JJB and Sports Direct, but also a good
selection of specialist independents. We feel
there has been a gap for a traditional sports
store giving specialist advice and service in
Brighton and Hove for some time. 

How do you think
independents could improve? 
Understanding consumer trends and
responding to local events. 

How do you find out 
about new products?
Intersport and personal research. Also,
talking to customers keeps us up to speed
with trends in products and sports. 

How do you keep customers
coming back? 
By offering excellent customer service;
technical, specialist equipment;
knowledge; and desirable brands.

What do you like most and
least about the business? 
Like most: how positive and friendly the
suppliers and customers are, and how we
have been welcomed and supported by
our local sporting community. Like least:
late night ordering to ensure we are in our
best in-stock position at all times. 

If you would like your store to be featured
in Sports Insight call 01273 748675 or
email catherine@partridgeltd.co.uk.
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outline proposal to the Engineering and
Physical Sciences Research Council
(EPSRC) for approximately £6million over
a five-year period.

The EPSRC is seeking to create
around 10 centres to act as hubs for
innovative manufacturing research, each
with a distinct focus and target sector(s).
One notable feature of this particular
initiative is the emphasis being placed
upon industry need. It is essential that the
university research is directed by industry
collaborators (in this case, the UK sports
industry), hence the reason why the
Loughborough University partnership
with the FSPA and its sports industry
member companies is so important.

Speaking about the bid, professor Mike
Caine, director of the Sports Technology
Institute, said: “We are pleased that our
long-standing relationship with the
Federation provides us with such a good
platform to engage with the UK’s sporting
goods sector. We already work closely with
numerous UK sports companies, from
global brands to niche SMEs. However, we
are always open to new approaches.

“This venture is still at proposal
stage, but we hope this partnership with
the Federation will reinforce our proposed
bid in the eyes of the EPSRC panel.”

If you are a UK sporting goods
manufacturer keen to find out more,
regardless of whether you manufacture in
the UK or offshore, contact professor
Mike Caine at M.P.Caine@lboro.ac.uk or
on 01509 564800/564819.

universities for a number of years and are
keen to be able to support them in their
bid for such a worthwhile venture, which
is sure to be of huge benefit to UK
sporting goods manufacturers.”

The Sports Technology Research Group
at Loughborough University, the largest
academic-based sporting goods research
group in the world, includes a 50-strong
team of academics, researchers and
technicians. The group is based within a
bespoke, state-of-the-art £15million institute
comprising research laboratories, offices and
meeting rooms. The group has submitted an

The Federation of Sports and Play
Associations has partnered with
Loughborough University in a £6million
EPSRC Centre for Innovative
Manufacturing in Sporting Goods bid. 

Jane Montgomery, FSPA managing
director, is thrilled the national UK trade
body has been asked to support
Loughborough University in its bid to
create a Centre for Innovative
Manufacturing in Sporting Goods. 

She says: “We have worked
alongside Loughborough University as
one of the UK’s leading sports

FSPA MEMBER NEWS
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FSPA focus
The latest news from the Federation of Sports and Play Associations
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This year’s Playfair, the play, sport and leisure activity event
brainchild of the FSPA’s Association of Play Industries (API),
was described as ‘a real eye opener’ by visitors. In its third
year and with over 40 API member companies exhibiting,
Playfair moved to a much larger location within Stoneleigh
Park, which proved to be an excellent decision for exhibition
coordinators Brintex and the API.

The unique two-day show, the only free outdoor event
dedicated to the play industry sector, attracted visitors from
UK local authorities, schools and communities, along with a
number from Europe and the USA. Almost 200 school
children were also invited to bring the equipment to life and
showcase exhibitors’ products, and once again the show was
blessed with glorious weather over the two days.  

The show provided an informative seminar programme,
with Adrian Voce, director of Play England, presenting on
embedding the play strategy; landscape architect Alison
Brown presenting on spaces, designing for outdoor play;
Adam White CMLI presenting on design, management and

maintenance of ‘playful landscapes’; 
and API executive Michael Hoenigmann addressing visitors on 
a range of topics.

More information about the event can be found at
www.api-play.org or at 2010.playfairuk.com.

PLAYFAIR 2010 - A REAL EYE OPENER 
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BAGS FOR SCHOOL - BAGS FOR SPORT - BAGS FOR LEISURE

The Ridge 53 Range of Back-to-School Bags 2010 is now available
Unique eye-catching designs in 600D nylon, triple stitched at all stress points, air channel 
system, padded straps with phone holder, reinforced handle and waterproof rain cover.

RIDGE 53 IS DISTRIBUTED IN THE UK AND IRELAND BY SPORTECH LIMITED

Call us at 00353-1-6293848 for more information on the RIDGE 53 range

www.sportech.ie
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environment of transport, accommodation
and staging a massive football tournament
is taken into account. It’s a tiny reduction to
a massive carbon footprint.

“I would prefer all their shirts to have
some recycled contents, rather than just
those used in a high profile event.”

There have long been concerns that the
manufacture of sports clothing and
equipment, designed to be used in a natural
environment - whether on grass, water or
snow - actually contributes to harming the
arena on which they are used. Polyester,
fibreglass and polyurethane are just three of
the multitude of man-made substances that
have used up valuable resources over
decades of mass production. 

Nike aims to have all its new footwear
meet the company’s baseline Considered
Design standards by 2011, all new apparel
by 2015 and all new equipment by 2020.
“Our long-term vision is to design products
that are fully closed loop: produced using
the fewest possible materials, designed for
easy disassembly, while allowing them to
be recycled into new product or safely
returned to nature at the end of their life,”
says Ryan Greenwood, Nike UK’s head of
PR and communications.

Nike claims a 30 per cent reduction in
energy consumption to make these new
kits, and the saving derived from recycling

the kit is produced. The total roll-out reused
nearly 13million plastic bottles culled from
waste in Japan and Taiwan. Laid end-to-
end, they would apparently stretch 3,000
kilometres - further than the entire coastline
of South Africa, a convenient statistic for a
PR professional in a rush to prove a
company’s ‘green’ credentials.

Lighter
The shirts are 13 per cent lighter than
previous designs and, it is claimed, keep
players cooler and drier, but is this really an
impressive statement or just an opportunity
to put the right message out on one of the
biggest stages sport has to offer?

“This can be looked at in two different
directions, but broadly it has to be a good
thing,” says Ed Gillespie, co-founder of
Futerra Sustainability Communications, a
communications agency. “This is high
performance material made from recycled
products. However, the big picture is that
it’s quite a small thing when the cost to the

When the United States took on Slovenia
in Johannesburg on June 18 it was not
just an entertaining 2-2 draw. This was
the first ‘green’ match in World Cup
history. The shirts worn by the players
were manufactured by Nike from
recycled material - the first time two
teams had played against each other
wearing kit made from plastic bottles.

According to Nike, the gear worn in
South Africa by Brazil, Portugal, the
Netherlands, South Korea, Australia, New
Zealand, Serbia, the US and the Slovenes
are “the most environmentally friendly and
technologically advanced in football’s
history”. It’s part of the company’s
‘Considered Design’ scheme, which it says
aims to reduce or eliminate toxics and
waste, and increase the use of
environmentally friendly materials to
produce more sustainable products. 

Each shirt uses up to eight plastic
bottles, which are cut up and melted down
before being spun into the yarn from which

GREEN BUSINESS
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The Brazil kit was among several used at the World
Cup made from 100 per cent recycled polyester.
Adrian Hill asks if this is just good public relations
and marketing, or a serious attempt at sustainability?
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improve the company’s image along with
several corporate responsibility initiatives
with which it is involved. 

“Nike needs to ensure that if they are
trying to save the planet they should try and
help the people on it also by ensuring their
workers are paid a fair wage and given safe
living and working conditions,” adds
Miners. “Nike are apparently making steps
towards better conditions for their workers,
but this is another thing not mentioned in
the press release.” 

Nike admits that it doesn’t own or
operate the factories where its kits are
made, but claims it insists on contractors
complying with local legal directives. “We
are committed to working with contract
factories that make our products to provide
a fair working environment,” states
Greenwood. “We follow guidelines that are
set by law, require factories to pay at least
legal minimum wage in those countries and
audit factories to verify that they comply
with this requirement.  

“Our code of conduct states hours that
can be legally worked, and we monitor to
ensure those rules are met and that any
overtime worked is also within legal limits.
Environmental and safety audits are also
regularly carried out.”

Miners believes Nike’s initiative has to
be encouraged: “I’m hoping that more
companies will follow suit, and that this
will be a growing trend in the sportswear
industry, as it is undoubtedly a massive
market and a very large chunk of the
clothing industry as a whole. 

“I'm hoping that Nike themselves will
continue to try and reduce their own impact
on the world, and encourage other
companies to also do so.”

to see a massive company such as Nike
trying to make a difference, and the World
Cup is definitely a great way to publicise
this,” says Will Miners from Cause + Affect. 

“Anything done to help the
environment, however small, is always a
benefit, and I’m really happy that a large
company is starting to come around to
recycled and eco-friendly practices. This is
definitely a step in the right direction in
reminding the general public that we need to
be conscious about our decisions on where
and how everyday products are made. 

“However, we do still need to think
about the other impacts created by the
manufacture of these products. I would be
very interested to see the processes used to
convert the plastic bottles into polyester
fibres, and to make sure no additional
dangerous chemicals are used in this
process. I might be massively wrong on
this, the whole process could be safe, but
it’s something that hasn’t been mentioned in
the press release.”

When asked about this by Sports
Insight, Greenwood trotted out some
impressive statistics: “One of the key areas
of Considered Design is to reduce the use of
toxins and increase use of environmentally
preferred materials. We had a target to
increase the use of environmentally
preferred materials in footwear by 22 per
cent by 2011. We met and exceeded that
target and by 2009 we had already
increased our use of EPMs by 77 per cent.”

Despite this, it is still unclear whether
Nike’s view of ‘environmentally preferred’
matches the thoughts of others. 

Nike also hopes the football kits
initiative will head-off criticism that its
practices are unethical and, in doing so,

the 13million bottles apparently equates to a
60 watt light bulb burning for six hours in
every house in the UK.

Several products advertised as being
eco-friendly alternatives have previously
appeared on the market. Ocean Green
created an award winning surf board from
certified balsa wood with a hemp-derived
coating, canoeing specialists Walden and
Necky both produce their kayaks with
recycled materials, while Gentemstick,
Indigo, Arbor and Loaded all use
sustainable bamboo or wood to form their
snow and skateboards.

Brooks has unveiled the first
biodegradable midsole for a running shoe,
which the company claims reduces waste
by 50 per cent during manufacture, and a
high performance rubber outsole made from
sand rather than petroleum. Competitors
Mizuno use a plant-derived resin and fabric
made from recycled bottles in its shoes.

Fair Trade Sports produce a football
made from pesticide-free, sustainable
rubber plantations, while Wilson has gone
‘green’ with its Rebound Recycled
basketball made from 40 per cent scrap
rubber. It all sounds very noble, but when
push comes to shove will we see more
‘green’ products in our sports stores?

“Using these materials is definitely
technically possible, but it depends on
will and scalability,” adds Gillespie. “It’s
about making a commitment to produce
green goods.” 

Commitment
Time will tell whether Nike is in for the long
haul on the eco-friendly bandwagon, but an
established name in the ‘green’ clothing
sector welcomes the commitment. “It’s great
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When he started playing school
hockey as an 11-year-old outfield

player Simon Mason was pretty
useless, or so he says. “I

gradually worked my way
backwards and when I
reached the goal I seemed
to become reasonably
effective,” he explains.

If there was a prize for
understatement that would

probably go straight into the
semi-finals. Although at 37 he

has retired from international
duty, Mason was for a decade the
best goalkeeper in world hockey,
and at 6ft 6in literally towered
above most of his rivals.   

Today still playing regularly for
his Guildford club side, Mason’s life 

is inextricably bound up in hockey. 
He’s managing director and co-owner
of Mercian Hockey, the Woking,
Surrey-based international equipment
company, and hours after we spoke 
was in Barcelona setting up a 
Spanish distributor.

In fact, Mason’s link with Mercian is
almost as long as his hockey career. He
explains: “They sponsored my first set
of leg-guards when I was just 13, and
gave me constant help and support
from then on.”

Three years ago Mason and
business partner James Smith bought
Mercian, founded in 1974, and despite
the recession the company has grown
50 per cent in the past five years. “In
the UK we are now in the top three of
hockey equipment suppliers and
knocking on the doors of number one
and number two in certain areas,” says
Mason. “Globally we are getting
towards the top five.”

Mason says that he took to hockey
immediately and was fortunate to
have an outstanding goalkeeping
coach in John Law. “He had a
reputation for producing pretty decent
goalkeepers - at one point he provided
England’s under-16, under-18 and
under-21 goalkeepers, all at the same
time,” says Mason.

After school Mason played for

MY SPORTING LIFE
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Tony James talks to Simon
Mason, managing director
of Mercian Hockey, who was
once rated the best hockey
goalkeeper in the world
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keeping up with what is now a highly
technical market is a constant
challenge,” he says.

“And while the last year has been
really tough, the fact we are a middle-
sized specialist company has meant
that we’ve been able to take advantage
of some niche market opportunities. In
the current business climate, customers
are looking for products that are new,
attractive and different, and we’ve
picked up quite a lot of new business
over the past 12 months, which has
been brilliant.”

Mason says the company has four
watchwords (tradition, heritage,
innovation and energy) and that over
the past three decades Mercian has
coped with everything the hockey
market has thrown up - from grass to
astroturf, wood to composite sticks, 
and offside to self-pass.

“We have been in the forefront of
product development and supported
players through multiple Olympic
Games and world cups, as well as
helping beginners learn with their very
first stick,” he says.

Mercian Hockey now offers
product lines ranging from clothing
and hockey sticks to protective
equipment - but not hockey shoes or
gumshields. “When you’ve got massive
market leaders for those products
there’s no point in competing,” Mason
says. “They’re not even on our radar -
we concentrate on a core market and
we know exactly what that is.”

Surely being a goalkeeping legend
must be a marketing asset? “My playing
experience does give us a credibility -
particularly when times are tough,
customers turn to people they know or
they trust,” Mason admits. “Being able
to use my contacts and experience does
mean that we can sometimes get into
places that might not otherwise be
available to us. There have been times
when it’s certainly helped.”

When you’ve faced a few 
thousand 80mph hockey balls,
recession and the credit crunch
probably don’t pose too many problems
for the man whose stature and
goalkeeping feats literally put him head
and shoulders above the rest.

“I am 37, but as a goalkeeper it’s
much easier to continue because it’s
more about experience and reading the
game - and you don’t have to run
around too much.You don’t have to be
big to be a goalkeeper, but being 6ft 6in
hasn’t done me any harm - the more of
the goalmouth you can cover the more
of an advantage it is.”

Although he might not be quite so
active on the international hockey field,
Mason has never been so busy as an
administrator and ambassador for the
game he loves. Now president of the
970-club England Hockey organisation,
he also sits on the International Hockey
Federation athletes’ commission and is
a member of the athletes’ committee for
the 2012 Olympics, which provides an
athlete’s viewpoint on anything from
transport and venues to competitors’
accommodation and food.

So who better to assess the current state
of UK hockey? “Pretty good,” is
Mason’s verdict. “Our men’s team are
current European champions and made
the World Cup semi-finals for the first
time since 1986. Our women’s team are
now either sixth or seventh and club
teams are competing regularly in the
top four in Europe. The game itself is
in really good shape, but if you expect a
sea change that sees it taking over from
football, rugby or cricket it’s just not
going to happen.

“Having said that, the sport’s
structure and governing bodies are as
strong as they’ve ever been. We are very
well regarded in international circles
and that means we have something to
hang our hat on media-wise. We have a
fantastic development programme that
targets youngsters, but hockey is also a
sport that appeals to everyone,
regardless of age or gender - there are
clubs running teams that would cover
about 99 per cent of the population.”

The relentless determination that
made Mason the best goalkeeper in
hockey now drives his career as
Mercian Hockey managing director.
“We are now global wholesalers in so
far as we have customers on every
continent, which is really good, but

Stroud hockey club, moving to Bristol’s
Firebrand club until he was 20, then to
Reading, for whom he played until
three seasons ago. “I was at Leeds
University studying economics and
travelling down to Bristol every
weekend - it shows how crazy I was
about hockey,” he says. Last year
Mason was awarded an honorary
doctorate by his university - although
he confesses he hardly ever spent a
weekend there.

His devotion to the sport certainly
paid off. Mason won 120 England caps
and played 74 times for Great Britain,
including three consecutive Olympic
Games. He played twice for England at
the Commonwealth Games and in
three world and European cups. He
first played for Great Britain just weeks
after leaving university.     

But there was no chance of Mason
making a living from the sport he
loved. “Hockey is an amateur sport in
this country,” he explains. “You can
earn a reasonable living from it in other
countries - the Dutch and the German
leagues can support a few players - but
there are probably only around 30
players globally who earn a decent
living out of hockey, so the early part of
my career was very much self-funded.

“It was fortunate that Mercian
Hockey, who first sponsored me,
offered me part-time work while I was
at university. I also did hockey
coaching at Millfield School. By 2000 I
was working for Mercian two and a
half days a week - all I could manage
to fit in with my training - and had a
really good relationship with the
company.

“It was after the Athens Olympics
in 2004 that I was offered a full-time
job with Mercian. I decided I had spent
enough time getting hit on the head by
80mph hockey balls and was delighted
to accept.    

“Although I’ve retired from
international hockey, I still regularly
play for Guildford and thoroughly
enjoy it. I’m so lucky to have a job that
involves the sport that is a huge part of
my life. But, in fact, most of the people
at Mercian are still active players and
turn out for their clubs at weekends.
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don’t have to tie up valuable
capital in what could be risky
product lines. Sports and fitness
programmes such as CrossFit
could deliver a multi-discipline
product line to your store.
Canada’s Business News
Network called CrossFit: “One of
the fastest growing fitness
movements on the planet.”

Another unlikely growth area
over the past few years has been
specialised swimming aimed at the
baby market. Not the most obvious of
growth trends, a recent survey
concluded: “The Swimming Teachers
Association’s Baby
Swimming Survey
revealed quite

TREND SPOTTING
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As a sports retailer, you instinctively know
which sports your store should cater for.
Perhaps your location has a particular
affinity for one or more sports, or it’s become
known for its support of specialist sports. 

Whichever category your store falls into,
you can’t stand still. In a market that is
rapidly evolving only those retailers that have
a grip on their current markets, and a strategic
plan to expand into new ones, will survive.

Linked
Sports retailers must also track fashion
trends, as these markets are inexorably
linked. Sport and fashion in the high street
have a symbiotic relationship that must be
understood. Market researchers have long
provided larger retailers with customer
focused data that can now be accessed by
any business. In today’s sports market,
taking a wider view of the medium to long-
term development of your sector is a must.

The data that can be obtained about the
current state of your market is now easily
accessible. The Federation of Sports and
Play Associations regularly publishes a
number of sporting goods reports that give
an insight into how each country’s sporting
industry is organised, but more importantly,
how these markets might develop.

The information that the FSPA compiles
includes the estimated national market share
for foreign and national brands. A statistical
analysis of sports participation and how
these trends are shifting can be highly useful
in spotting when a particular sport may be
attracting fewer participants, and thus you
should perhaps be thinking of changing your
stock holding to reflect these changes.

As sport and fashion are now even closer
together in the minds of your customers, it
makes sense to track the fashion trends that
might impact your business. Services like
Trendstop offer a one-stop shop where you
can review current fashion trends and relate
these to your experience in store.

Looking closely at the profile of your
customers and the wider evolution of sports
interest and participation can reveal trends
you can use as the basis for future
developments. A survey by market research
company TGI within the lucrative 15-plus
age range shows that participation in

exercise has increased year-on-year. The vast
majority of these sports will be well
established such as football, but other sports
that younger people may have been exposed
to at school or university are also gaining
market share. Do you know which sports are
played at your local secondary schools? If
not, you’re missing an opportunity to
discover potential new sporting trends.

The ability to access high quality sports
facilities has also steadily improved over the
past few years. The Comprehensive
Performance Assessment of local authority
sports facilities showed that over 40 per cent
of people in England live near to
at least one sports
facility that has quality
assured status from
Sport England’s 
Quest Programme. 

If your customers
adopt a sport, they have
the facilities they need
to participate. Your
market research
should include which
sports are supported
by the sports and
leisure facilities in
your location. A
spokesperson for
Mintel, a market
research specialist,
explains: “Highlighting
local participation
opportunities can help
retailers tap into existing
participation groups and help
raise overall levels of taking
part to expand their prospective
pool of customers.”

Emerging sports
Sometimes a sport will appear on the
market and disappear just as quickly.
Spotting these emerging sports and being
ready with equipment and support can give
your bottom line a boost. Care must be taken
to look closely at merchandising and stock
levels. Your relationship with suppliers comes
into its own with these sorts of marketing
exercises, as they may be able to assist with
discounting or trial offers that mean you

Are there any trends that can show retailers
which sports they should be investing in, and
how their customers’ attitude to sport is
changing? Dave Howell reports

FUTURE SPORT
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give a major boost to many sports that you
would be wise to support. “The London
2012 Olympics will hopefully motivate
young athletes in the UK to join local clubs
and associations and to develop and
maintain a lifelong interest in their chosen
sport,” says Emma-Jane Dyer. “The
development of world-class sports facilities,
the regeneration of urban areas and the
resulting employment opportunities created
can only help this country during this
difficult trading period.”

Identifying the next big thing in sport is
clearly not an easy skill to develop. However,
today’s retailers have much more information
available about their industry and the
customers they sell to. The rise of online social
networking is a wonderful resource that all
retailers can tap into. However, a recent survey
revealed only 16 per cent of small businesses
are embracing these networks, with more than
half of those surveyed stating they had put off
experimenting with social media.

Today sports retailers must pay close
attention to the shifting attitudes of
consumers as their buying habits change. All
need to become future watchers to protect
their stores’ long-term profitability.

runs Sporties Online, says: “Recent
developments in ‘fit’ footwear constructed to
encourage toning of calves, thighs and bums
have created a new market for consumers who
may not have been traditional trainer wearers.
This may enable small independent retailers to
choose an up and coming market in which to
specialise and to train staff to enable them to
provide technical advice and support.”

The cost of sports participation is rising.
Research by the English Golf Union shows the
average cost of membership at a golf club now
stands at over £700, while the Lawn Tennis
Association says the average paid out annually
by participants in its sport is over £150. 

If your store is to focus on these sports,
your marketing could be modified. Perhaps
you could offer free or discounted transport
with any golf equipment your store sells, or
money-off vouchers through a deal struck
with your local tennis club. The future of
sports retailing will mean more of these
cross-marketing arrangements. 

Another area that sports retailers should
pay particular attention too is the participation-
fashion market. The growth in sports such as
cycling and running has increased demand for
clothing that is multifunctional. In the future
these markets
will continue 
to expand. 

The 2012
Olympics will

comprehensively
that, based on

current participation
levels, the private and

public baby swimming
market is thriving and

is easily worth in excess
of £30million per year,

with more than 100,000
babies and toddlers being

taught every week. 
“The research’s figures

prove that the baby
swimming market is buoyant,
but that there is still massive
growth potential. Based on the
fact there are 708,000 live
births every year in the UK
and the average cost currently
for a lesson is £8, this market
has the potential to have an
annual worth of £255million,”

Sports retailers have always
had to cater for sports as

they come into
fashion.

Emma-Jane
Dyer,

who
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Sports/activities played or taken part in regularly 2005-09. Adults 15+

2005 2007 2009 % point change 
% % % 2005-09 

Walking/rambling* 13.2 17.2 20.2 +7.0
Swimming 10.4 10.5 10.8 +0.4
Aerobics/keep fit 8.0 9.4 9.5 +1.5
Cycling 5.6 7.9 8.9 +3.3
Using cardiovascular 
machines** n/a 6.6 6.5 -0.1
Jogging 4.4 6.0 6.7 +2.3
Weight training/weight 
machines 6.1 6.0 6.0 -0.1
Football 5.4 5.8 5.0 -0.4
Golf 4.6 4.3 4.3 -0.3
Running 3.0 4.1 4.6 +1.6

* For 2009 the value is for walking/hiking/rambling.

** Percentage point change is for 2007-09. Taken from the TGI survey of around 25,000 adults.

Participation trends, both statistically and anecdotally, have for some time been towards
individual, fitness-based activities and away from competitive, team-based ones.

However, these trends are likely to be more of an influence on market volume than
value as the demographic profiles of the respective participation bases are considered the
main influence on frequency and scale of spend.

For example, on the basis of penetration rates sports retailers should devote far more
space to walking boots and swimsuits (‘volume sports’ goods) than they do to football
boots and kit (‘values sports’ goods). In reality, of course, the reverse is true. The
demographic groups among which football is most popular (young men) are more
fashion-conscious than are those that favour walking, and will therefore buy promoted
new-release boots and kit more readily.

Segmentation into specialists and generalists may have become self perpetuating as
a consequence of these differences in spending patterns.

Broader-based retailers cannot afford to offer volume sports shelf space at the
expense of the value ones, meaning participants in the former gravitate to specialists
(especially in the age of online shopping) and discount generalists as purchasing options,
which in turn reduces again these stores’ willingness/ability to stock volume sports goods.
Source: GB TGI, Kantar Media UK Ltd Q1 2006, 2008 and 2010 (Oct-Sep) / Mintel.
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they made us an offer, which was
accepted by Hilly’s four shareholders. It
was opportune timing for everybody.”

A key part of the deal was that any
new owners would guarantee continuity
of employment for all Hilly staff. Having
a number of brands based in Hyde in
Greater Manchester already, Bollin was
able to do this. Equally as important, the
running legend that is Ron Hill remained
technical consultant and still fulfils his
valuable PR role for the company. 

According to Richards, the takeover
has been seamless: “We recently sent a
group survey out to retailers asking them
which brand they liked dealing with most.
Hilly came out number one, which was
really encouraging. Moving premises can
lead to disruption, so it’s excellent that
we’re seen to be a better brand than we
were 12 months ago.

“We were always in the ‘good’ to
‘very good’ bracket, but the move has
cranked it up a little bit further.”

turnover of £1million we spoke to a few
financial people who said brands get to
a certain turnover and reach a
crossroads in their development. We
were at a stage where two of company
founder Ron Hill’s sons, who along with
their father and myself were
shareholders, wanted to pursue other
interests, and to grow the brand we
thought we might need to borrow
money from the banks.”

A chance conversation Richards had
with Stephen Cann, CEO of the Bollin
Group, and Mike Deegan, CEO of OSC,
reshaped Hilly’s future. “It was just
coincidence,” explains Richards. “I was
talking to Mike and then Stephen and
mentioned that we might be looking to
attract outside investment or possibly sell
the business and it sparked a
conversation and a further meeting with
the Bollin Group.

“Over a period of a year talks
progressed and it got to a stage where

Just over a year since the Bollin Group
took it over, Hilly has set the wheels of
an ambitious three-pronged expansion
plan in motion.

In April 2009 Bollin, which owns
brands such as Sprayway, Mountain
Equipment and Ronhill, as well as multi-
channel sales, marketing and distribution
company Burton McCall, acquired a
majority shareholding in the specialist
running brand. 

Virtually extinct
“Since I joined the business
in 2002, we’ve grown the
brand from being virtually
extinct,” says Graham
Richards, Hilly’s brand
director. “We’ve turned the
business around, built it up
and acquired a good
reputation - and it was all
self-financed.

“When we reached a

COMPANY PROFILE

Opportune timing
Now part of the Bollin Group, Hilly’s ambitious five-year plan includes
expansion overseas and further investment in new products and the
outdoor market. Jeff James reports 

Graham Richards: “Our aim is to
become a one-stop shop for
running socks and accessories”
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Hilly is stocked in 95 per cent of
specialist running stores and is ranked the
number one sock brand by Sweatshop
and Up & Running, the two leading
independent running chains in the UK. Its
six well-established agents service around
250 retailers in total.

User-friendly
“We work very hard building
relationships with retailers and we are
now seen as a very user-friendly brand
from a head office point of view, while
our agents are well known and respected
in the trade,” says Richards.

“We’re an ‘asap’ brand, so being in
stock is key - as part of Bollin we hold
significantly higher levels of stock, which
makes a big difference. Everything is
shipped out on 24-hour delivery, so if a
customer phones today he can have the
stock in his shop tomorrow.

“At the beginning of the month we
don’t know what we’re going to do sales-
wise. We do get forward orders for the
autumn for things like reflectives, but
brands such as Sprayway,
Mountain Equipment and Ronhill
have significant forward orders,
whereas with Hilly it’s the other
way around because it’s the
nature of what we sell.”

Despite sales being up 20
per cent on the
corresponding 12 months,
Richards says there’s plenty
of scope to improve the
company’s profitability. To
maintain its momentum Hilly
has recently

launched a five-piece
hydration and nutrition carrier range
under the name Hydrafuel, which will
be available to retailers in November,
and will follow this with a new
compression sock concept and
reflective socks for winter running.

“Because it’s becoming
increasingly popular

Now Hilly has entered its next phase of
development. The company’s five-year
plan includes an ongoing product
development programme, expansion
overseas and further investment in the
outdoor market.

Says Richards: “Product
development is always ongoing - our aim
is to become a one-stop shop for running
socks and accessories. Over the past few
years we’ve developed an accessories
range that now represents a third of our
sales, and we feel there is a lot of
potential in running accessories such as
gloves and reflectives.

“Now that we’re part of a large group
and share a building with Ronhill,
Sprayway and Mountain Equipment, it
means we can interact with other brand’s
marketing people to get a view on the
market, trends and colour, so although the
brands are run independently and operate
on different floors we can tap into this
new resource.”

Other shared Bollin resources include
accounts and a larger warehousing facility
- where all Bollin brands are managed -
allowing Hilly staff to focus on product
development, sales and marketing.

Hilly is also planning to develop 
the export market. Explains Richards:
“We’ve taken on new distributors in
Greece, Denmark, Israel and Hong
Kong recently, and are about to appoint
a distributor in America. We may even
appoint an export manager in the next
12 months.”

In addition, the company is stepping
up its presence at trade shows. Hilly will
be making its first appearances at ispo in
February (as part of its export push) and
the Outdoor Trade Show at Stoneleigh
Park in September, where Hilly will be
promoting its trail running socks to
outdoor retailers.

“We feel that consumers going into
outdoor stores run a bit, bike a bit, walk a
bit and swim a bit, so we’ve now got an
initiative in place to attack the outdoor
market,” says Richards. A roll-out of
Hilly product in 80 Blacks stores is
scheduled for the autumn as the company
attempts to increase its outdoor business,
which currently stands at less than 10 per
cent of overall sales.
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we’re finding general sports shops are
starting to dabble in running,” says
Richards. “As a result, there’s a lot of
potential for us to develop beyond the
specialist running stores.”

An experienced runner himself,
Richards, a member of Wirral AC who
could complete 5K in 14.12 and 10k in
under 30 minutes in his heyday, takes
pleasure from seeing so many people
taking up running.

He says: “It’s important for the job
that I understand running and what it
entails. And we all go through the same
process: we train, lose a bit of weight, get
a bit fitter and feel better for it, so it’s a
great industry to be in.”

When asked what the secret of Hilly’s
success is, Richards says: “Business is
quite simple in many respects. You offer a
good product, provide a good service and
make things as simple as possible for

people, which is what
we try to do.”

It’s an
uncomplicated

philosophy
that in
Hilly’s case
has proved
highly
effective.

Hilly has recently launched
Hydrafuel, a five-piece hydration
and nutrition carrier range 
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With the market value of teamwear in the UK
showing increased growth, 2010 will go down as a
momentous year for Joma. On January 1st this year
Joma set up as a subsidiary here in the UK.
Previously, the brand was only available through a
distributor like so many of its competitors and
according to UK Sales Director Jon Haile, it was an
obvious move. “Joma has always been a much
sought after brand in the UK but having to rely on a
distributor to market and develop the brand had its
limitations. With so many other brands and

distributors running into financial
difficulties, the timing seemed
perfect to launch here as a
subsidiary. Our model is a very
successful one. Joma deals with

all professional football
clubs directly from head
office in Toledo, near
Madrid, whilst being
managed by myself
here in the UK. We
also have a
network of
regional Joma
Retail
Specialists who
supply the semi

professional,
grass roots,
schools and
university

markets. This model has proved to be very
successful to date with the launch of the 2010
football teamwear collection being in very high
demand. I have been
inundated with requests
from people trying to open
accounts with Joma. There
is a set level of criteria that
needs to be met in order to
achieve a successful application
for an account.”
The rapid growth of Joma in the UK can be put
down to a number of factors according to
Haile. “The new structure works perfectly
with our specialists being able to order directly
from Joma Head Office in Toledo near Madrid.
Deliveries arrive in 3 working days and a brand new
ordering system allows our customers to view real
time stock 24 hours a day 7 days a week. The range
of match day teamwear, travel wear and training
wear is extensive and all products feature technical
fabrics designed to keep the athletes comfortable
whilst participating in sport and travelling to
matches. We are providing stylish, professional
technical products, excellent customer service levels
and a very competitive pricing structure that
ensures our teamwear specialists can enjoy
profitable and realistic margins. On top of all this
we have to remember that Joma is a true heritage
football brand that has seen its boots and kits worn
in a succession of World Cup Finals, Champions
League campaigns and top level leagues
throughout the world. “

With over 40 years experience of
designing and manufacturing the
highest quality football team apparel

and boots, Joma has established itself as
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one of Europe’s
premium
football brands.

As official kit
supplier to double
UEFA Cup Champions,

Sevilla FC and footwear
sponsor of their 2007 African

Footballer of the Year, Frederic
Kanoute and Liverpool’s Pepe

Reina, Joma continues to enhance it’s
reputation for the finest footballing

products throughout the
world’s most demanding leagues. Based near
Toledo, close to the Spanish capital and it’s historic
architecture, cosmopolitan vibrancy, artistic culture
and famous footballing rivalries, Joma represents a
global infatuation with the game that encompasses
intense emotions, provincial patriotism and a
passion for the game that runs deep in the veins of
every true supporter. Joma is also the official kit
supplier to fellow La Liga club and recent European
competition contenders, Getafe and World Cup 2010
qualifiers Honduras.

The Joma family have also been perfecting
the art of designing and manufacturing

football boots for over four decades;
accumulating experience and
achieving quality few other brands

can equal. Using the finest,
premium grade hide from one of
the world’s most renowned

leather producing regions in
nearby Toledo, Joma produces

some of the most comfortable
and sought after boots

available. The
craftsmanship and

dedication to this
process is an
ingredient

which is inherent in
all professional Joma footwear.
The sublime range of professional quality football
boots from Joma exudes all the class-defining levels
of distinction you’d expect from the home of the
European and World Champions. As one of the most
sought after brands in the UK, the rare feeling of
ultimate comfort and performance is known only to
a select few. Now, as Joma begins to enhance its

international reputation for top quality football
products in the UK, players and supporters are
embracing the flair, passion and individual
approach that the brand weaves into each and every
one of its inspirational collections.

If you would like to become a Joma Specialist
retailer you can call Jon Haile on 07540 049814

or email him at jomauk@joma-sport.com
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Work is still ongoing on the FA’s
£100million National Football Centre,
designed to increase the number of
English managers at the top of the game
and address fears over a dwindling supply
line of homegrown coaches. First mooted
in 1998, but languishing on the drawing
board for many years, The FA has
promised the National Football Centre in
Burton-on-Trent, which was recently
renamed St George’s Park, will open in
time for the London Olympics. 

The 330-acre site in east Staffordshire
is to include 12 full-size pitches alongside
state-of-the-art training and lecture facilities,
and a 230-bed hotel. It will become home
to all the England teams prior to games, and
aims to deliver around 50,000 courses a
year to coaches at all levels in an effort to
set consistent standards.

Fabio Capello has called the facility
“much needed” and the FA’s director of
football development, Sir Trevor Brooking,
says the aim is to create a new generation
of coaches, including a proportion
specialising in developing young players. 

The FA also announced the first ever
‘England Football Day’, a call to the
nation for players and fans to unite in
celebration of the beautiful game. The
plan was to persuade clubs to open their
doors and organise festivals of football to
help them attract new players and recruit
new coaches. The date was set for June

involves the whole of the game, not just
The FA.” 

In the end a widespread belief that the
players should shoulder their share of the
blame, and a lack of viable candidates to
replace the Italian coach, meant that
Fabio Capello was spared. Searching for
a fourth coach in as many years was not
considered a stable or financially astute
option by The FA. 

The once admired Capello is
undoubtedly on trial, and many feel he is
lucky to have got a second chance. It will
take another two years before any
judgement can be made as to Capello’s
ability to remotivate the side. All eyes
will be anxiously on Euro 2012.

Meanwhile, in other areas under its
remit The FA’s ‘behind the scenes’ work
continues. Founded in 1863 as the
governing body of the game in England,
The FA is responsible for developing
football at all levels, from grassroots to
international, as well as the regulatory
aspects of the game. 

With the disappointing early exit of the
England team from the World Cup, the
pressure on The FA reached breaking
point in the weeks following their
defeat at the hands of Germany. 

A peak audience of 19.5million 
on BBC1 watched the match. Add to
that the thousands of England fans

watching around the world and who
travelled to South Africa, and that’s a
lot of disappointed people. 

Amateur
Wigan Athletic chairman Dave Whelan
accused The FA of lacking the expertise
needed to run the national side, calling
the body “an amateur organisation
running the world’s biggest professional
game.” Sports minister Hugh Robertson
weighed in, backing The FA but
recommending a post-World Cup review
as a matter of course. 

Former FA executive director David
Davies added: “There is a need for a real
inquest into what happened, which

IN SEASON FOOTBALL
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The Football Association is responsible for making
football a positive and inclusive experience for
everyone. Catherine Eade finds out more about
what the governing body is doing to improve
England’s prospects

Governing the beautiful game
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a great way of promoting girls’ football
and provide a good pathway for elite
players. The Centre of Excellence in this
area is looked upon quite highly,
although there is often resistance in clubs
for promoting it to their players as the
clubs think they’ll lose all their best
players to us.”

Other initiatives
The FA’s partnerships with big sponsors
very often bear fruit too: The FA Tesco
Skills Programme launched in 1997 was a
three-year nationwide initiative coordinated
by The FA and funded by Tesco and Sport
England with the aim of providing
affordable youth football coaching for 5-
11-year-old boys and girls of all abilities.

Three years on and the scheme claims
it enabled one million children in
England to receive top quality football
skills coaching. 

As The FA will be the first to
confirm, football appears to be as healthy
and successful as it has ever been. The
game has more spectators, participants,
revenues and media interest than at any
time in its history. Now it’s just a case of
achieving success on a global stage. That
can’t be so hard, can it?

from the Football Leagues often scout
players at 16, but it is a sad fact of life
that the majority of academy players are
eventually released and have to find a
new club if they still decide they want to
make it as a professional. 

Each academy is different. Manchester
City’s is hugely successful, having
produced the likes of Micah Richards,
Joey Barton and Shaun Wright-Phillips.
Sixty per cent of graduates make a living
out of the game, says academy manager
Jim Cassell, who puts this down partly to
“care, time, knowledge, understanding and
patience with young players”.

Centres of Excellence
In 1997 The FA approved the first
Women’s Football Talent Development
Plan, paving the way for new funding to
establish a network of Centres of
Excellence across England. There are
now 52 licensed Centres of Excellence in
operation across England, providing
weekly coaching for talented girls from
the age of 8-16. 

Women’s and girls’ football continues
to grow, with more players competing in
affiliated competitions than any other
team sport. Sport England’s 2008 Active
People survey estimated that 260,000
women and 1.1million girls play some
form of football in England, and the
number of national players emerging
from the Centres of Excellence is
evidence of the initiative’s success.

Kate Da Costa, who runs the Centre
of Excellence in Cambridge, believes The
FA’s scheme has boosted women’s
football no end. “The profile of girls’
football is much better than it was when I
started playing many years ago and is
continuing to increase - although better
press coverage locally and nationally
would help to raise it further,” she says. 

“I think The FA have done an
excellent job in providing the support,
both financially and in getting things
organised. The Centres of Excellence are

12, to coincide with England’s first group
game against the USA and, says The FA,
was a successful first event. 

According to the body: “Over 
20,000 people came together to 
celebrate the nation’s favourite
game…330 football festivals were held
around the country, stretching from
Cornwall to Northumberland.”

But media coverage of the day was
insignificant, with press and TV focusing
on England’s first match in South Africa
rather than 300 kids running around
Wembley Stadium’s hallowed turf. The
FA would do well to build on this idea,
which has the potential to become a
massive annual event to inspire both
players and coaches.

Supporting charities
The Football Foundation is the UK’s
largest sports’ charity with a mission to
improve facilities, create opportunities
and build communities throughout the
UK. Funded by The FA, the Premier
League and the Department for Culture,
Media and Sport through Sport England,
the foundation directs around £40million
every year into grassroots sport. It uses
this money to leverage more partnership
funding to deliver a programme of new
and improved community sports facilities
in towns and cities across the country.

Founded in July 2000, the foundation
has a remit to rebuild many of the UK’s
dilapidated community sports facilities in
order to reverse the rising number of
young people turning their backs on
football. In the past decade the foundation
has funded more than 1,400 facility
projects, 2,100 community schemes, 640
changing facilities and 310 artificial grass
pitches, and supplied nearly 300,000
children with new football strips.

Football Academies
The FA’s Programme for Excellence
incorporates two separate initiatives:
Centres of Excellence and Football
Academies. The purpose of the Programme
for Excellence is to identify players of
outstanding ability and place them in a
technical and educational programme
designed to produce football excellence in
conjunction with personal development.

All Premier League clubs operate a
Football Academy. Some Football League
clubs also run academies, which bring
together the best young players to benefit
from top quality coaching, development,
education and medical care. Chelsea FC
has invested millions of pounds into its
youth academy in an attempt to nurture
homegrown talent, but even small clubs
tend to have youth academies in an
attempt to fulfill the potential of local
talent in the community. Talent scouts
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FA facts
� Every month nearly seven million people play

some form of football across the UK, including
3.9million children.

� The FA boasts 500,000 volunteers, 37,500 clubs,
2,000 competitions, 30,000 FA-qualified coaches,
27,000 FA-qualified referees and 45,000 pitches.

� The FA runs a total of 24 England teams
including women’s, youth and disability sides.

� The income generated by The FA’s broadcast and
sponsorship partnerships mean that £60million is
invested back into the game each year, with
around £38million going into grassroots football.

� The FA invests £4.5million in women’s football
every year. Over a million women and girls now
play the game.
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Sensport offer Stock, MTO and custom 
teamwear solutions in a range of highly 
advanced technical fabrics providing 

outstanding value for money. 
Professional quality products at 

affordable price points. 

For football, rugby, 
cricket, hockey, netball, 
basketball, leisure and 

training wear with 
a service that is 
second to none.

THE FABRIC OF SPORT.

 To present your customers with a full colour presentation
teamwear of their total requirements go to kitselector.com

For details of our Custom Teamwear go to myteamkit.net

For further details call 02476 644 666

To view our new season ‘10-‘11 stock Teamwear Brochure or our Custom Performance Brochure go to

www.sensport.co.ukww ukukukukoooo u.u.u.uww.sw.sw.sw.sw sw sw sssenspoenspoenspoenspoenspoenspoenspopp rt cort cort.cort.cort.cort.c kkukkuko uutt o

Caldoni House I 3 Crondal Road
Bayton Road Ind Estate I Coventry I CV7 9NH

Tel: 02476 644666 I Fax: 02476 367971

Email: info@sensport.co.uk
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IN SEASON SWIMMING
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Swimming
Arena
Cobra mirror is Arena’s top of the range performance goggle, which is currently
being worn by its elite squad, including recent British addition Francesca Halsall.
The Cobra is equipped with a low profile polycarbonate lens, with superior
optical properties ensuring perfect vision.

The Cobra also has a unique integrated strap attachment, giving it a
streamlined profile. This, together with the Arena RFA racing fit adjustment strap
and interchangeable nose bridge, make the Cobra mirror an excellent choice for
the competitive swimmer and triathlete.

The Arena drag suit is a perfect resistance training aid to increase swimmers’
strength and stamina.
For more information call 01539 622322 or email sales@solosport.co.uk.

Waternity
By balancing the robust characteristics of
polyester with the natural stretch qualities of PBT,
Waternity provides maximum resistance against
chlorine and sunlight degradation, yet still feels
soft to the touch.

The durable traits of the polyester blend also
contribute to Waternity’s ability to retain shape
and colour after continuous wear. And since
Waternity dries faster than conventional
materials, you’ll feel comfortable both in and out
of the water.

Maddix
One-piece costume with a drop back, which offers
greater freedom of movement. It’s a medium cut
and is chlorine resistant.

Brizz
Jammer with a 45cm side seam. Has an inside
brief and is also chlorine resistant.
Solosports UK Ltd. Tel: 015396 22322. 
Fax: 015396 22329. 
Email: sales@solosport.co.uk.
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Jakabel: sun protection 
UV50+, pool toys and more
� Delivery two-three days.
� No minimums.
� Stock 12 months of the year.
� High quality.
� Ages zero-adult.
Contact Jo on 020 8715 2385 or visit www.jakabel.com.
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IN SEASON TRIATHLON

Speedo TriathELITE range
Speedo’s TriathELITE product range comprises wetsuits
and associated products, including goggles, caps, bags,
towels and even a waterproof MP3 player.

The LZR Racer TRI Pro suit was created through a
re-engineered version of the Speedo LZR Racer Pulse
fabric. The new multi-discipline suit is 42 per cent
lighter than the nearest competitor suit when wet and
26 per cent lighter when dry. It also dries up to twice as
fast as the nearest competitor.

Whether someone is trying triathlon for the first
time or an elite athlete, there are Speedo TriathELITE
products that can maximise their performance in both
training and competition.

Triathlon

46 SPORTS INSIGHT
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HILLY HYDRAFUEL
HILLY has released HYDRAFUEL, a brand-new hydration and nutrition carrier range of bags,
carriers and accessories that make carrying water and gels easier for every runner.

Initially based around five new products, the range includes a 17 litre backpack,
compatible with up to two litre drinks bladders and featuring a rain cover; a double funnel
bottle belt that’s ideal for trail running; an all-new waist pack; a funnel bottle belt; and a
handheld bottle strap with pockets to hold keys/phones.

HILLY is certain the introduction of this new range will further enhance the company’s
reputation as the number one sock and accessories brand in the UK running market.

The range will be pre-sold over the coming months and available in-store from
November 1.
For further details contact HILLY on 0161 366 5020 
or email thomas.coxon@hillyclothing.co.uk.

Saucony
With the ProGrid Kinvara already sold out for 
the early part of summer, Saucony will be adding to its new
minimalist line of footwear for autumn/winter 2010.

The ProGrid Mirage is a stability version of the Kinvara,
which opens up the range to a much greater number of
runners. By having a small, supportive pillar, coupled with the
same reduced height differential between the rear-foot and
the fore-foot, the Mirage is incredibly stable for such a
lightweight, highly cushioned shoe.

The ProGrid Peregrine is the off-road variant of the
family, which has deep lugs for great grip, but retains the
lightweight, low-profile characteristics of its siblings. Finally,
the grid flex is a multi-purpose shoe ideal as a first shoe for
runners or for someone wanting great comfort and flexibility
in a gym or cross training shoe. As ever, Saucony will be
providing a great launch package to promote the new range
and its stockists.
Contact your Saucony representative for more 
details or email info@saucony.co.uk.
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bring more of Britain’s up-and-coming players into the world’s
top 100. The question on everyone’s lips was why one of the
wealthiest governing bodies in tennis, with an annual budget of
£600million, struggles to produce world-class players.

Sports Insight caught up with Draper, the man tasked with
transforming the face of tennis in the UK, to ask him about the
future of the sport.

What has been your reaction to the poor showing
of British players at Wimbledon this year? 
Whilst I accept that the results of many of Britain’s men and
women in the singles at Wimbledon were disappointing, I don’t
agree that over the fortnight this represented a poor showing.
There were some excellent performances in the doubles,
including Dominic Inglot and Chris Eaton’s victory over the
number one seeds, some promising displays in the singles from
young players including Laura Robson and Heather Watson, and
some strong performances in the juniors, where Oliver Golding
and Laura Robson reached the semi-finals of the singles. We
also had the first-ever all British boys’ doubles finals, amongst
other very encouraging displays. Add to that the semi-final
appearance of British number one Andy Murray, and I would
hesitate to call that a poor showing. 

You said in April 2006: “We have to create an
environment where the production of champions
is an inevitability.” What has been done in the
past four years to create this environment? 
It is right to recognise that we are four years into a 10-year
programme to transform British tennis, and our approach to this
has been across the sport, from the grass roots to the elite

The 124th Wimbledon Championships will be remembered
by some as one of the most exciting in recent history, with
records tumbling during the epic John Isner-Nicolas Mahut
match, no rain, a visit from the Queen and upsets such as
five-time Wimbledon champion Venus Williams being
defeated in straight sets by an unseeded Bulgarian and Roger
Federer’s defeat by a lower-ranked Czech player.

But the record low of British players at Wimbledon
highlighted the fact there is a major problem with British tennis.
Tennis pundits pointed out that, in terms of players, the 2010
tournament was Britain's worst Wimbledon in the event’s history:
Andy Murray was the only British man to go further than round
one, and all six British women crashed out in the first round. The
only success story for Britain was in the boys’ junior doubles.

The Davis Cup team has
suffered humiliations recently,
too. Only their performance at
Eastbourne last month, where
they beat Turkey decisively,
means Britain staved off
relegation to the lowest level
of the competition.

The Lawn Tennis
Association chief executive
Roger Draper has come under
fire once more, with former
Wimbledon champion Pat
Cash even calling on him to
resign. When Draper took on
the role in 2006 he vowed to
revolutionise the sport and

IN SEASON TENNIS
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Green grass of home
SW19 enjoyed bright sunshine throughout this year’s Wimbledon
tournament, but it wasn’t enough to allay the gloom over the
dearth of British talent, says Catherine Eade

Roger Draper:
“I am convinced that British tennis is making progress”
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being far mentally tougher than their opponents, perhaps
things are taking a turn for the better, although we might
have to wait until after the 2016 Rio Olympics to see the
fruit of these labours...But the base of the British pyramid is
clearly getting wider, numerically and demographically.’

Is the National Tennis Centre proving itself as a
facility that will benefit tennis in the UK? 
Yes. We are extremely fortunate to have the NTC as a centre of
tennis excellence, and we are making the most of it. It is a centre
for best practice in coach education, strength and conditioning,
sports science and medicine. But key to the success of the NTC
is how we use it to share that knowledge with other high
performance and international high performance centres to
ensure that the most talented players get the best support,
wherever they are based. Players and coaches don’t need to be
based at the NTC to experience the benefits of the centre. 

What could we learn from other countries
producing successful tennis players with 
poorer facilities? 
We are always looking at how we can learn from other countries,
rich or poor. 

The profile of tennis is still dogged by the
perception of it as a middle class, comfortable
sport that is beyond the reach of the masses.
How could tennis become more ‘inclusive’ and
open to all? 
By encouraging people to look beyond these outdated, inaccurate
perceptions at what is really happening in British tennis. The

average tennis club membership for adults is £2.50 a week,
normally for unlimited court time. That average figure is

85p for children and 40p for kids under the age of
10. More than half a million people play tennis at

least once a week in England alone, and that
number is growing. We are investing millions
into improving facilities and opening up tennis
sites to the community through schemes like
Clubmark. The results have been positive. In

the last three years, tennis club membership has
grown by 18 per cent amongst adults and 16 per

cent amongst children. 

You’ve said the cost to parents of
producing competitive players is too high - can
anything be done about this? 
We recognise that the cost to parents of developing their children
as performance players is high, and through AEGON FutureStars
and Team AEGON we look to support the most talented along
the pathway towards the top 100. The LTA cannot fund every
talented player in the country, but we will do our best to ensure
that parents are supported when they embark on this journey. 

Do you still believe that British tennis can and
will make progress, and that the target of five
players in the Top 100 is realistic? 
I am convinced that British tennis is making progress, whether
it’s through increasing the number of people playing and
enjoying the sport, or seeing the development and depth in our
junior ranks. Unfortunately, as with every sport which goes
through a transformation, the last place we will see the benefits
of those changes is at the top end of the senior game. We are
four years into a 10-year programme and we need to be patient if
we are to see the fruits of this transformation. 

performance game. We have embarked upon a five-year
£40million programme of facility investments, with an emphasis
on indoor courts and floodlights to maximise the number of
hours that courts are used all year round. Through the Tennis
Foundation, we are working towards widening access to tennis
in schools. The AEGON Schools Tennis programme has
provided training for more than 8,000 primary school teachers
and distributed around a quarter of a million racquets and half a
million balls into primary schools nationwide, free of charge. 

Can you talk a little about the ‘Beacon sites’ in
the UK, what they are and how they could help
spot/develop/nurture talent at grass roots level? 
AEGON Parks Tennis/Beacon sites is a key programme in
British tennis’ drive to increase participation and grow tennis at
all levels. The programme is led by the Tennis Foundation and
supported by the LTA. As part of this programme, so far 45
Beacon sites have been set up, which recognise the best
community-focused facilities with excellent club and school
links. Beacons have to provide some free court time, or offer
free courts on the same site, plus quality, affordable coaching
and regular competitions for all ages and abilities. The long-term
aim is to have one Beacon site acting as a centre of community
tennis excellence in each of the 442 local authorities in Britain. 

Tennis Foundation research suggests that around 60 per cent of
local authorities now offer some free tennis year round. The Tennis
Foundation has focused on face-to-face engagement with local
authorities, encouraging them to invest in tennis rather than spend
the money on paying someone to chase people off courts. The LTA
is also investing in park facilities in partnership with local councils
and with funding from Sport England. Recent examples in London
include a £99k investment into Clapham Common courts, as part
of a £250k investment programme, and a £300k investment
into resurfacing courts and provision of floodlights at
Albert Park Road courts in Haringey. 

But as well as widening the base of the
sport, we have invested in the creation of a
network of 19 high performance and
international high performance clubs,
supported by around 150 satellite clubs, to
ensure that our best players are provided with
the best coaches in the best environment for
them. Our most talented youngsters are
supported through the AEGON FutureStars
programme and Team AEGON. 

The blueprint for tennis took a realistic view of
some of the challenges faced, such as ‘poor
track record at identifying talent’, ‘players and
parents blame the LTA for the lack of a
professional approach...’ and ‘British players lag
behind players in other countries in terms of
fitness, strength and conditioning...’. Have any
of these challenges been turned around? Has
the blueprint taken tennis forward? 
Over the past four years we have developed a nationwide network
of talent scouts, which identify talent through a series of more than
200 county, regional and national talent ID days each year. 

In the past four years we have seen an increase of more than
350 per cent in the number of juniors competing at least six times
a year, and we have increased the number of local competitions
to try to make it easier for parents to access local tournaments.
We have also invested in the creation of a world-class sports
science and strength and conditioning team. A recent article in the
Evening Standard on the subject concluded: ‘With an under-10
team having just returned victorious from Belgium, praised for
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IN SEASON TENNIS

Tennis
Spearmark International is set to launch a new product range that offers
consumers a convenient way to keep drinks and food fresh and cold while
away from home.

EZ-Freeze Pure reusable water bottles are a greener and more 
cost-effective replacement for bottled water that combine patented 
freezer stick technology with an advanced water filtration system 
and come in four different volumes - 14oz, 24oz, 32oz
and 64oz. The filter is designed to eliminate the
unpleasant odour and chlorine taste often found in
tap water, with replacement cartridges available in
a handy two-pack.

Spearmark is also launching the EZ-Freeze®
Stay-Fit™ range, which offers consumers a
variety of unique, durable and reusable products
that use patented built-in freezer gel technology
to keep food cool, crisp and fresh for hours. Items
in the range include a lunchbox with separate
compartments and cutlery, salad kit with a 

separate pot for dressing, cereal kit with a separate double-wall freezer
bowl for milk, and products designed for protein shakes, soups, crudités and
dip, salads and other foodstuffs.

“We are really excited by the potential of the EZ-Freeze® range,”
explains Alex Bloom, commercial director at Spearmark. “It’s been a huge
success in the US and we are confident that can be repeated here.

“As well as keeping things fresh and cool, the products offer
consumers a greener and cheaper alternative to buying

packaged products. For example, each litre of EZ-Freeze®
Pure™ filtered water costs just 0.07p and by switching from
bottled water consumers can help reduce the mountains of
plastic that is sent to landfill each year.

“Equally, the Stay-Fit™ products can encourage people
to have a packed lunch rather than buying food that’s all
wrapped up in plastic, which saves them money and
reduces waste.”
Spearmark International. Tel: 01480 222348. 
Email: sales@spearmark.co.uk.

Spearmark launches innovative new range
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Trading. “Like all businesses, it must be
based on honest and open
communication. Systems are also
important, as the retailer needs to be able
to openly monitor the dispatches as they
leave the warehouse, as well as to ensure
quality controls across the whole system.
References can help, but these are
normally used selectively by shipping
companies, so research is important.”

Alan Sawyers, marketing manager
at Spark Response, a contract fulfilment
centre in Gateshead, says: “A good
fulfilment partner will manage the
whole process and make
recommendations for specialised and
slow-moving items. Storage innovations
will make slow movers less costly and
specialised items should be considered
on an individual basis - some products
are best as ‘in-store only’ or dispatched
direct from a manufacturer or supplier.
This is definitely the case with
personalised products. 

“Whatever the reasons, these
additional third-party relationships should
be managed by your fulfilment partner as
part of an all-in service offering.”

developed, the number of micro-
businesses has exploded. Many of these
small enterprises realised they could build
an online business and, by using
dropshipping, hold no stock. 

The use of outsourced warehousing
and fulfilment services has also
developed hand in hand with more
traditional dropshipping as businesses
look to reduce their costs. Today the high
street sports retailer can have a significant
online presence without the usual costs
associated with setting up and
maintaining a warehouse operation.

Key relationship
“The relationship between the client and
the dropshipper is key,” says Robert
Weiner of transport company New Way

Every retailer knows they must develop
their website to remain competitive.
However, many online stores would like
to carry either specialised lines they
can’t justify the cost of setting up new
supplier relationships for, or
merchandise that has a very short
product lifecycle. Using the services of
a dropshipping company can solve both
these issues instantly.

Dropshipping is a supply chain
management technique in which a retailer
does not keep goods in stock, but instead
transfers customer orders and shipment
details to either the manufacturer or a
wholesaler, who then ships the goods
directly to the customer. And it has gone
through somewhat of a renaissance over
the past 10 years. As ecommerce has

E-TAILING
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Partners
in

One of the main stumbling blocks for new entrants
to the e-tail market is the cost of stock. The use of
dropshipping services can solve this issue and allow
even micro-retailers to have a diverse online
presence, says Dave Howell

Industry insight
We spoke with Mark Hewitt, CEO of
iForce, an e-fulfilment solutions and
returns processing specialist, about
the development of dropshipping 

Can you outline the advantages 
and disadvantages of using a
dropshipping service?
Fulfilment for multi-channel retail, particularly
online retail, presents a challenge for any
business as it is fraught with potential pitfalls

that can seriously hamper growth and damage hard-earned brand
reputations. Outsourcing fulfilment to a partner that can offer high levels
of customer service enables the retailer to concentrate on what it does
best to ensure growth is sustained.

High growth rates experienced in online retail - 40-50 per cent is not
uncommon - create their own fulfilment challenge. One of the main
problems experienced by any fast growing company is having an
infrastructure that can keep pace. A fast growing online retailer, for
example, may initially require a 30,000sq ft warehouse. If it is attaining
double-digit growth, it will outgrow this facility within a typical five-year
rental agreement. However, a fulfilment provider with a comprehensive
infrastructure will be able to facilitate such growth within its established
distribution centres.

It’s a high risk for established bricks and mortar retailers who are
either entering the online retail market for the first time or are running
their fulfilment alongside traditional supply chains geared to more routine
growth rates of less than 10 per cent a year, and more likely five-eight per
cent. It’s also a problem for new start-ups who are looking for the most
effective way to invest in fulfilment.

The fulfilment company can scale its infrastructure - including
warehouse facilities -processes, experience and capabilities to handle an
online retailer’s rapid growth. Furthermore, a good fulfilment partner will
operate the facility as if it was an integral department of the customer’s
own business.

A further pitfall to avoid in fulfilment is processing returns. It’s
another specialised process that, in the highly competitive retail market
where returns policies are an important competitive differentiator,
demands an effective process be put in place to regain value from
products being returned or, where necessary, manage their disposal in the
correct way.

An area of contention with dropshipping is the trust a
retailer places in the service the dropshipping company
offers. How can a retailer ensure they are partnering with a
professional company that won’t damage their brand?
When a company outsources its logistics operations it entrusts the
lifeblood of its operation to its logistics partner. The objective for any
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service provider should not merely be to provide an acceptable service,
but to delight customers by gaining their trust and working in partnership
to improve the overall supply chain. A retailer should look for flexibility,
innovation, communication and partnership from its service provider.

A good fulfilment partner will operate a facility as if it was an
integral department of the customer’s own business. That means constant
communication and staff fully cognisant of the client’s business ethos. By
demonstrating a flexible and efficient operation that meets service level
agreements and key performance indicators, a fulfilment partner will
provide its customer with confidence that it can handle not only their
current throughput, but that it carries that through as the business
increases. With this confidence in its fulfilment partner, the customer is
free to concentrate on its core abilities of sales and marketing to fuel
further growth.

Communication is the most important word in the vocabulary of
customer service. Key account managers (KAMs) are usually the main
point of contact for clients and are central to the relationship between
customer and client. Being friendly and approachable is a simple first step
to a good relationship. The KAM should also maintain regular contact,
respond quickly and positively to any issues, take responsibility for
dealing with any problems and always be available. Furthermore, the
KAM should not only have a thorough knowledge of his own company’s
systems and processes, but should also understand the client’s business.

Small and specialist logistics operators often have an advantage over

the large third-party operators when it comes to partnerships. They can
be closer to their customers and be easier to contact - from the key
account manager to the CEO. A common perception among customers is
that a large third-party operator may treat an account as one of a
number within their business, while an account placed with a smaller
operator will be more precious, so it will go the extra yard to provide
good service. The onus then is on the small/specialist operator to live up
to that reputation.

Can dropshipping be profitable?
Unlike the high street, online retail is still experiencing strong growth as
the recession drives consumers to seek the best possible value, and they
are using online retail to find it. High growth rates experienced in online
retail create their own fulfilment challenge. If an online retailer cannot
keep pace with demand, it will affect not only their bottom line but their
brand reputation also.

Processes such as online fulfilment and handling returns - not 
only from online, but retail store channels also - are both complex 
and can incur significant costs. Like their customers, retailers are also
seeking value during these times so are looking to outsource these
activities to specialist operators who can scale and deploy tailored
solutions, experienced staff and their expertise to gain best value. Indeed,
we have seen that in the current economic circumstances operational
efficiency is imperative.
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No More Pain from 
rubbing, chafing 
or blisters.

#1 Performing Chafing
Prevention Roll-on.
SportShield works to eliminate the 
unwanted, uncomfortable redness, 
soreness and burning caused from 
chafing during your run!

SportShield is super concentrated and
longer lasting than any other brands!  
No need to reapply!  Use SportShield
on any part of your body! In any sport.

Contact us on:
Tel: 0035 386 3420218

www.highperformancesport.ie   karl@highperformancesport.ie
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T: 01507 523243      sales@gforcesportswear.co.uk      www.gforcesportswear.co.uk    

Up to 12,000 
Colour 

Combinations

Low

Minimum 

Order

GFORCE. Not just another 
 stock teamwear brand

Short  

Lead  

Time

High Performance Bespoke Sportswear
With a passion for sport, GFORCE prides itself in knowing how important

it is to deliver high quality, affordable, multi-sport apparel with low

order quantities and quick turn–around times.

A BRAND YOU CAN TRUST
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Over 100 years in the making with 
unrivalled innovation, durability and 
excellence make Canterbury’s Uglies 
collection a true vision of beauty

www.canterbury.comUglies Collection - Worn by Bryan Habana

rugby 
is UGLY
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winmau.com
e-mail: info@winmau.com  Tel +44 (0) 1656 767042  Fax +44 (0) 1656 650468
Winmau Dartboard Co. Ltd. South Road, Bridgend Industrial Estate, Bridgend, CF31 3PT. UK
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Cutbacks?
Cut-through with ABC
Faced with budget pressures, it’s even more important that you can demonstrate 
your advertising money is being spent wisely. Independently verified circulation 
figures by ABC will prove you are making the right decisions and ensure you’re 
getting the exposure you’ve been promised.

So ask to see an ABC certificate. See it, believe it, trust it.

For more information visit www.abc.org.uk or email info@abc.org.uk

Industry agreed measurement
www.abc.org.uk
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To advertise here call 01206 505 947 or Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk
Visit us online at www.sports-insight.co.uk

To place an order or request a catalogue: 
Call 01392 354790  Fax 01392 354793

Email sales@bbsports.co.uk
Warehouse: BB SPORTS DISTRIBUTORS, 

29A Apple Lane, Trade City, Exeter, EX2 7HA 

• Huge range of Licensed Premiership Football 
souvenirs available from stock.

• Best Wholesale Prices – Immediate Delivery    
• Latest Products and Designs

Trade Accounts Available Now Online - www.bbsports.co.uk

UK Table
Tennis Ltd
The Table Tennis
Specialists

Phone: 0845 2600 780 Fax: 0845 2600 790
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
Global Football Company offers by far the most comprehensive range of licensed football products available,

which this year includes a number of lines that are totally exclusive to us. From branded footballs &
playing accessories such as sweatbands, water bottles and captain’s armbands to fan products like

hats, scarves, flags, gloves, mugs, keyrings, badges, and executive gifts
such as leather wallets, pewter tankards, hip flasks and zippo lighters.

See the web site at www.globalfootballcompany.com
and contact us for full details: T: 0161 282 0770

F: 0161 282 0733  E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

VIGA
Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

• WATERPROOF JACKETS • 
• GILET TOP •

• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS • 
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS • 

• VESTS • 
• SHORTS •

Rugby

Wholesaler

Wholesaler

Table Tennis

Boxing / Martial Arts

Fitness Equipment

Merchandising

Wholesaler

EPOS

Archery

Fitness

The Wholesaler UK the leading online trade 
directory of wholesalers and suppliers to retailers.

www.thewholesaler.co.uk
Tel:  0121 711 3612

email: sales@cimac.net    www.cimac.net
Official distributor for adidas boxing equipment

Boxing

For more information go to   

www.gforcesportswear.co.uk
or give the GFORCE sales team a call on 

01507 523243

Gymphlex Ltd, Boston Road, Horncastle, 

Lincolnshire  LN9 6HU Fax: 01507 524421 

Email: gforce@gymphlex.co.uk

CREATE A WINNING TEAM WITH 

THE ULTIMATE IN TECHNICAL 

BESPOKE SPORTSWEAR

Performance Clothing

Athletic/School Clothing

Team up with FORCE XV today and become
part of our UK network of retailers 

and teamwear specialists!

contact-export@forcexv.com 
www.forcexv.com

Sublimated Jerseys, Protection, Teamwear & Training Equipment

Official Licensed

ENGLAND F.A
Products
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I knew the full force of the recession
had finally hit our neck of the woods
the morning I reluctantly agreed to sell
a one-legged man a right-footed trainer
at half price just for the experience of
hearing money dropping into the till.
It’s not a sound we’ve been hearing
very often just lately.

In other words, business is awful and
morale in the Premier Sports empire
hasn’t been so low since the greyhound
in which my assistant Norman had a 14th
share got hard pad and had to be put
down on the same day that Rotherham
were relegated and Norman’s brother fell
down a manhole in Crewe.

Cheer up
We’ve been trying to put a brave face on
it - Norman brought in a slogan his
uncle Cecil had made in pokerwork that
read: ‘Cheer up, things could be worse’.
So I cheered up, and sure enough they
got worse.

Sadly, it didn’t make a lot of
difference, which was hardly surprising
when you haven’t had a customer all
afternoon, the kids have once again been
picking the putty out of the front window
and something seems to have died under
the stockroom floor.

But I felt we had to persevere,
particularly as the Institute of Personnel
and Development, no less, have declared
that having fun in the workplace is one of
the best antidotes to recession blues. The
theory seems to be that once we’ve
cheered up morale will magically
improve, we’ll be able to think of some
way to make the shop profitable again
and the bank manager will finally stop
ringing up nine times a day. 

It’s obviously worth a try, but 
just how do you make yourself fall 
about with laughter when they’re 
coming next week to turn the gas off?
Attacking yourself with a water pistol
might momentarily take your mind 
off your problems, but it does seem to
lack that element of surprise essential 
in a good joke.

Spinning round in the office swivel
chair until you’re dizzy is quite funny. So
is having two paperweights labelled ‘Big
Deal’ and ‘Little Deal’ if you’re prepared
to make the effort. 

TAIL-ENDER
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A friend who keeps a sports shop on
the other side of the railway line, and
who also read about the Institute of
Personnel and Development findings, is
doing his bit for an upturn in the
economy with solitary line dancing in the
stockroom and setting all his chromium-
plated swinging executive toys going at
once. His assistant is contributing to the
national merriment by listening to the
lunchtime edition of The Archers and
shouting obscenities into the radio
through a rolled up newspaper.

Norman has done his best to cheer us
up with jokes like: “I picked up the phone
and said: ‘Who’s speaking please?’ and a
voice said: ‘You are’, and: “I’ve bought
some HP sauce and it’s costing me 6p a
month for the next two years.”

But we knew in our hearts that none
of this was really the answer to the deadly
gloom that had settled among the cricket
boots and bargain price Portsmouth shirts. 

Tooth fairy
Then one day last week Norman came in
singing Happy Days Are Here Again and
saying he’d found the answer to all our
problems in a book called Managing to
Have Fun, which he picked up in the
local library while waiting for the
chippie to open.

It featured an American dentist
called Dr Alexander of the Youthful
Tooth dental practice who made his staff
ecstatic with joy by lobbing out money

for them to buy themselves surprise
presents. As Norman told it, Dr
Alexander had become a real-life tooth
fairy by taking all his staff to a nearby
shopping mall, giving them each $200
and saying: “Anything you buy for
yourself with this money in the next
hour is yours to keep. You have to buy
at least five different items and any
money you haven’t spent in an hour
comes back to me.”  

“They had a wonderful time dashing
from one store to another,” Dr Alexander
said. “It was a real treat for them and it
gave me a great feeling watching them
having so much fun.”

Norman said that, according to the
book, the surprise shopping trip gave Dr
Alexander’s people the chance to interact
in a positive social situation, and they all
worked much harder when they got back.

Of course, I could see what was
coming. “They’ve got a bargain sale of
gas barbecues at B&Q and if someone
bought me one as a surprise I’d be so
happy that I’d probably volunteer to work
next Saturday when I’m supposed to be
off,” Norman said.

To be fair, I could see he had a point.
Most people really do appreciate it when
a boss recognises their worth and does
something that is both thoughtful and
unexpected. That’s why I’ve finally
agreed to let Norman have half an hour
off to go to the dentist next Thursday, so
long as he’s back in time to lock up.  

A sideways look at the world 
of independent retailing

Under the counter
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Innovative and comprehensive range of specialist mini
tennis, badminton, multisport, early years and inclusive
equipment.

The original portable net systems, made in the UK since
1992 . So robust that most are still in active service -
with a repair service to keep them that way. 

And new products. We're constantly designing, 
re-designing, developing and testing. Check out this
season's Sma-a-artlines, our new patented flexible court
marking system. Or Fishing Nets. Or Happy Faces.

To find out more, call or email us. We'd love to hear
from you. Or find us at www.zsig.com.

Zsig is a supplier to the LTA, the Tennis Foundation, the ITF and tenniscoachUK.

creative coaching equipment
t. 0161 484 5000   e. info@zsig.com   www.zsig.com
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Robin Soderling and Lotto
Two-time Roland Garros Finalist
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